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MUIR
PAPERS
Dr. Wood, Mrs. Clarke
and Miss Sargeant

R. CoKE WooD
The California Bicentennial is distributing a list of 200 authors
who have contributed significantly to California literature. In the
last 200 years, I'm sure the compilers make no attempt to list these
authors in the order of their importance, but if I were choosing
such a list, I would put at the top- John Muir, Mary Austin, and
Walter Colton. I would choose them for the beauty of their writing
and for the joy given the reader of their books. I always recommend
these three authors as the best example of beautiful writing to my
seminar students in California history.
Of the three authors, I think John Muir is my favorite because
of his meticulous, exact and vivid descriptions. 'Vhere can you
find a description more realistic than his account of a summer
electric storm at midnight in the High Sierras? Therefore, it gave
me great personal satisfaction to have Mrs. Jean Clark, granddaughter of John Muir, announce at the twenty-third annual California History Institute at the University of the Pacific, that all
the Muir family "papers"- manuscripts, sketches, and letters- would
be placed on indefinite loan to the Stuart Library to be used for
research purposes under carefully controlled conditions. At a time
when ecology, our environment, is on everyone's lips and mind, this
announcement that the work of America's greatest conservationist,
the father of our national park service, will be a part of our Westen
History Collection gives me and our library colleagues, as well .
as Dr. Burns, a great deal of satisfaction. From this decision may

come several important publications. The first, we hope, will be by
Mrs. Clark, drawing on the collected letters which will give us an
intimate glimpse of the family life of her grandfather.
4
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REMARKS ON MUIR PAPERS
John Muir was the right man in the right place at the right
time. His training and ability as a naturalist and writer were employed in a lifelong campaign to preserve the beauty and majesty
of our Western Wilderness. He pioneered the movement which has
now become our first priority, our hope for survival. Before the
word "ecology" was in vogue, he knew the fundamental need mankind had for preserving as much of our natural habitat as possible,
our rivers, forests and pure air. His pen saved much of the most
beautiful wilderness on Earth from immediate destruction by
commercial interests, and now sparks the drive for a restoration of
our planet to a new Eden where men can dwell in harmony with
nature.
Historians are even now pointing to this man as being responsible for turning the American people from destruction of the environment to preservation and reconstruction. The collection and
organization of these original manuscripts, diaries, and letters for
scholarly use here at the University of the Pacific Library is an
honor and a responsibility that we are proud to accept. We trust
additional historical material of this nature will come to Pacific
to find a permanent home in our Library.
James Riddles,
Director of Libraries
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PoR GRACIELA DE URTEAGA

El intenSs por la literatura social de tipo indigenista en Hispanoamerica aparece con la conquista en el siglo XVI. Rastros de esta
tendencia encontramos en las Cronicas de Indias, y en las obras
del Padre Bartolome de las Casas, en la epica de Alonso de Ercilla
y en las obras del Inca Garcilaso de la Vega.
Los escritores romanticos del siglo XVIII, esbozan ya la intencion
de protesta social y pretenden denunciar ante el mundo, la situacion del indio americana. Sin embargo, dan una vision deformada
del discutido personaje porque al idealizarlo, lo presentan fuera de
su realidad sociologica. Representan esta tendencia indianistade la idealizacion del indio- Gertrudis Gomez de Avellaneda,
Manuel de Jesus Galvan y Juan de Leon Mera entre otros.
En la etapa moderna, la novela indigenista de reivindicacion
social fue iniciada por la novelista peruana Clorinda Matta de
Turner con su obra Aves Sin Nido en 1889. Matta de Turner fue
la primera escritora en Hispanoamercia que descubrio y delato
con valentia, a traves de su obra, la triste condicion del indio y la
explotacion y abusos de que era objeto. Lo considero como un
problema economico y social y busco para ei una solucion
humana. La trascendencia de su obra es grande; ella provoco un
cambia en la conciencia hispanoamericana y universal con respecto
a la raza aborigen.
Durante el presente siglo, diversos acontecimientos politicos
sorprenden al mundo operando cambios profundos. La Guerra
Mundial, la Revoluci6n Rusa, la Revoluci6n Mexicana, la Guerra
del Chaco en Bolivia no s6lo fueron conflictos de armas sino
fenomenos que originaron cambios sociales, crearon problemas
6

econ6micos y ejercieron enorme influencia en el pensamiento del
hombre contemporaneo.
Los j6venes intelectuales de entonces salen a la palestra. Se
preguntan las causas del desconcierto y cada uno vuelve la mirada
hacia su propio pais para hacer un examen de la situaci6n y
averiguar los problemas internos. Toman una actitud de denuncia
y critica del antiguo sistema y buscan un instrumento de cambia. Asi aparece una nueva corriente novelistica de protesta social
con evidente intenci6n de reivindicar y defender al indigena.
Alcides Arguedas en Bolivia, Ciro Alegria en el Peru y Jorge
Icaza en Ecuador son los abanderados de la nueva tendencia.
La Plenitud
Con Ciro Algeria la N ovela Indigenista Hispanomericana llega
a su culminaci6n como expresi6n literaria de protesta social.
La Serpiente de Oro, Los Perras Hambrientos y El Mundo es
Ancho y Afeno- trilogia famosa del autor- han jugado un rol
importantisimo en la literatura del Peru y del Continente. Las tres
novelas fueron premiadas: la primera en 1935 por la empresa
editora Nacimiento de Santiago, Chile; la segunda por la empresa
Zig-Zag en 1938, y la tercera, El Mundo es Ancho y Afeno, que
lo consagr6 como el mejor novelista de Hispanoamerica al ganar
el Premia Internacional concedido por Farrar and Rinehart y
Redbook Magazine de Nueva York en 1941.
Alegria escribi6 estas novelas en Chile donde lleg6 como
exilado politico. La Serpiente de Oro relata la vida sencilla, dura
y tragica del hombre de la selva. Pinta la lucha de los balseros
con el Marafi6n- "el rio grande como los Andes y como la selva"con las enfermedades y con las viboras. La novela esta estructurada
en capitulos independientes a manera de cuentos cortos que
yuxtapuestos guardan relaci6n entre si y forman la trama. En
conjunto es un cuadro fiel de las costumbres, tradiciones, fiestas,
creencias y leyendas de los indios, es decir, la vida entera de la
comunidad de Calemar en las inmediaciones del Maran6n. La
tematica es de tipo vernacular como en todas sus novelas.
Los Perras Hambrientos fue escrita cuando el autor estaba
internado en un sanatorio en Chile ( 1938) . Es el relata de las
penurias y tragedias que pasan tanto los hombres como los perros
en una comunidad asediada por la peste y la hambruna y al mismo
tiempo victima de injusticias sociales. Es una novela de tono
pesimista, pero muy profunda y humana y de un gran valor
literario por su perfecci6n narrativa.
El Mundo es Ancho y Afeno es la obra maestra de Alegria.
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Es una novela social, realista, regionalista, epica y humana. El
tema matriz de su argumento es el despojo, sufrimientos y final
destrucci6n de una comunidad indigena por la codicia de unos
ricos hacendados con la complicidad de jueces y autoridades. El
prop6sito del autor fue pintar el drama social que vivia la poblaci6n indigena del Peru de entonces, y levantar su voz de protesta
ante el mundo. Su anhelo era reivindicar la raza subyugada; pero
aunque no lo consiguiera, al menos sembr6 la inquietud social.
Despues se han dado muchas leyes y se han hecho muchas reformas
en el Peru, y los problemas ventilados por Alegria en sus obras,
van .logrando soluei6n. Su valor mas que en sus meritos literarios
esta en el poder sociol6gico de su documentaci6n.
Una Tregua
Lo que acaso no estuvo en la mente del escritor fue el impacto universal que logr6. Con la publicaci6n de El Mundo es
Ancho y Ajeno, la fama de Ciro Alegria recorri6 el mundo en multiples traducciones e incontables ediciones. Pero el narrador
eximio no volvi6 a publicar mas novelas y mantuvo en suspenso
tanto a la critica como a los aficionados. Sin embargo no dej6
de tener una vida intelectual intensa dedicado al periodismo,
a la cr6nica, a la narraci6n corta y al cuento. Fue colaborador
de diarios y revistas en Chile, Argentina, Estados Unidos, Cuba,
Puerto Rico, Mexico, Guatemala, etc., paises donde residi6 temporalmente. Una colecci6n de cuentos de esta epoca fue publicada por
el autor en Lima en 1965 con el titulo de Duelo de Caballeros.
En 1960-despues de 23 afios de exilio- regres6 Ciro Alegria al
Peru a radicarse definitivamente "para vivir en la paz de un
hogar propio y seguro y dedicarse a terminar sus novelas." Pero
no lo consigui6 porque pronto se vi6 envuelto en la politica.
Era miembro activo del partido Acci6n Popular y en 1963, durante
el Gobierno de Belaunde Terry, fue elegido diputado por el Departamento de la Libertad. Esto sorprendi6 a quienes lo habiamos
visto figurar como uno del los Hderes del APRA en 1931, pero el
habia dejado de serlo desde 1948 "porque por no cambiar de ideas
cambi6 de partido". Como diputado asisti6 a varios congresos
internacionales y conoci6 a famosos literatos contemporaneos en
Europa y Estados Unidos. Fue elegido Miembro de la Academia de
la Lengua y poco antes de morir fue Presidente de la Asociaci6n
N acional de Periodistas del Peru. Asi lo sorprendi6 la muerte
el 17 de febrero de 1967.

Obras P6sumas
Al morir subitamente, Ciro Alegria dej6 su obra inconclusa y
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mucho sin publicar. Dora Varona de Alegria- una ex-alumna del
escritor y con quien se cas6 en Cuba- esta abocada a la noble y
delicada tarea de recopilar los manuscritos de su esposo y esta
hacit'mdolos publicar. La Editorial Universo, S.A. ha editado las
siguientes.
Gabriela Mistral Intima es un anecdotario o trozos de vida de
la poetiza chilena en el que el autor hace una descripci6n sencilla
conmovedora y poetica de la vida y caracter de "esta extraiia y
fascinante mujer". Se vale de anecdotas y de revelaciones intimas
para presentarnos una Gabriela Mistral sencilla y humana, altiva
y femenina, fina y sensible, de trato sencillo y cordial, sincera y
franca en la amistad. En estas apreciaciones Alegria coincide con
Matilde Ladr6n de Guevara, autora de la obra Gabriela Mistral
Rebelde y Magnifica.
Alegria compartia con Gabriela Mistral la misma preocupaci6n
social y el sentimiento humano y universal por los destinos del
indio americana. Ambos tenian orgullo de raza y de eso hacian
alarde. Gabriela era mestiza pero se sentia india. Ella lo llam6 "hermano en la sangre y en las montaiias". Mucho habia de
comun en los dos escritores y por eso quizas congeniaron desde su
primer encuentro en Santa Barbara de California donde Alegria le
hizo una visita de varios dias. Alli Gabriela le abri6 su coraz6n y
se desbord6 en secretos, le cont6 sus cuitas y le mostr6 su llanto.
Alli se llegaron a conocer como amigos y se identificaron en su
sentimiento americanista y en su responsabilidad de escritores. Alli
sellaron el pacto de la inmortalidad.
La Ofrenda de Piedra es una colecci6n de cuentos de tema
vernacular. La mayoria son autobiogrificos. Para Alegria los recuerdos de su infancia fuerori una fuente inagotable de inspiraci6n. Naci6 y creci6 en las haciendas de su padre y abuelo situadas en la sierra andina y cerca de la selva del rio Maraii6n.
Sus cuentos y novelas se desarrollan en el ambiente rural. Sus
tipos y caracteres son sacados de este ambiente, son tipos sociol6gicos, personajes simbolos como los de sus novelas anteriores.
El indio Fabian, Calixto Garmendia, Guillermo el Salvaje son
otros tantos personajes individualizados, humanizados y heroicos
como su Rosendo Maqui de El Mundo es Ancho y A;eno. El autor
persiste- aunque en forma velada- en crear sus personajes tipicos :
el hacendado, el cura de pueblo y el cholo, este celebre h·io
que fuera el blanco de sus ataques y de sus criticas, porque
siempre los consider6 como principales instrumentos de la explo-
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taci6n del indio. Sin embargo el tratamiento del personaje indio
en estas nuevas obras es diferente. Ya no es el indio miserable,
en condiciones infrahumanas y victima, sino es el indio inteligente y ladino, libre y luchador, resignado pero no triste, aferrado a sus tradiciones pero tratando de aprovechar de las ventajas de la ley y de la justicia.
Este es el caso de Candelario, el protagonista de la novela
Siempre Hay Caminos, incluida en esta colecci6n de cuentos. Candelario es un personaje interesantisimo, es el tipico indio de
hoy en el Peru, un tipo aventurero con la viveza criolla. Huerfano
desde nino lo cri6 su tia y fue a la Escuela Primaria, de alli
que es bien hablado y alga instruido. J oven ya, deja su pueblo
y se va a buscar la vida. Pasa de un trabajo a otro: vendedor
ambulante, obrero en las minas de petr6leo y de tungsteno; en
el Cuzco trabaja conduciendo turistas a las ruinas de -Machu
Picchu; en Bolivia, se une a unos contrabandistas y tiene que huir,
llega a Lima y vive en las barriadas- llamadas hoy pueblos
j6venes- Pero Candelario no tiene suerte, no logra veneer la
pobreza. Cansado de trabajos y aventuras decide regresar a su
terrufio y busca empleo en una hacienda. El duefio lo manda a
la casa de la lorna a cuidar su ganado porque como tenia ideas
de justicia y defendia a los colonos tenia miedo de que los levantara.
Alli en la casa de la lorna vive Calendario con su mujer Micaela
y la hijita de esta. Toda esta vida pintoresca e interesante es
contada por el protagonista a Eulalia, la forastera enigmatica
que pasa la noche en la casa de la lorna. Hay intriga, celos, pasi6n
y escenas de extraordinario colorido y movimiento.
Siempre Hay Caminos es una encantadora e interesantisima
novela de corte surrealista. Alegria maneja la tecnica moderna
con maestria: el mon6logo interior directo e indirecto y el
soliloquio, el contrapunto, la fragmentaci6n del tiempo cronol6gico, la vuelta al pasado (flashbacks), la descripci6n del fluir de
la conciencia etc. Es includable la influencia de Joyce, Mann,
Huxley y Proust. En esta como en sus novelas anteriores el autor
demuestra dominio de la lengua.
Por su estilo Alegll"ia denuncia la herencia modernista. Tiene
voluntad de forma y prop6sito de crear arte. Es un poeta que
escribe en prosa dice Fernando Alegria y en efecto su prosa es
poetica a la manera modernista y de alii su extraordinario lirismo
sabre todo en las descripciones de la naturaleza o el paisaje. A
pesar de esto su pluma es poderosa y viril. Como recursos estilisticos
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usa met:Horas bellas y expresivos juegos de imagenes. Con
extraordinaria fuerza descriptiva presenta la naturaleza como un
cuadro humanizado en que todos los objetos poseen vida y
movimiento. Alegria es maestro en la creacion del dia.Iogo real no
solo por la accion y el argumento sino por los terminos y expresiones regionales en la actuacion de sus caracteres o en la descripcion de costumbres y cuadros de color local.
Uno de los logros estillsticos de Alegria es la interpretacion
an:lmica de la naturaleza, o sea la relacion de los sentimientos
humanos con el paisaje y su expresion mediante el dialogo o el
monologo. Los dialogos son simples en la forma pero profundos en su contenido, porque revelan esa :lntima y ancestral union
an:lmica del hombre primitivo con la naturaleza. Este arte de
Alegria se debe al profundo conocimiento que tiene del indio, de
sus costumbres, de sus creencias y de su psicolog:la y al mismo
tiempo de la impresionante vision que el autor posee de la naturaleza peruana en su majestuosidad andina y en su bravura
selvatica.
Alegria es un escritor realista objectivo. Su realismo no encierra
una idealizacion de :lndole romantica; prooede de una constatacion
de hechos, de una absoluta comprension del hombre peruano. Toda
su obra fue inspirada en una autentica y objetiva realidad,
ambientada con experiencias vividas desde su infancia en el
propio terreno de los hechos comentados en sus libros. Vuelca
en sus cuentos y novelas todo lo que ha visto, oido y sentido
y lo describe con trazo vigoroso y agil.
Suefio y V erdad de A mercia es un conjunto de narraciones a
base de datos historicos y hechos curiosos. Escritos en forma
novelada, en elegante estilo y extraordinaria amenidad, estas
narraciones cautivan el interes del lector. Acusan la influencia
de Ricardo Palma y se leen con deleite aunque se conozcan los
hechos historicos. Por ejemplo la pintoresca biografia de Henry
Meiggs, un americana, que fue al promotor de los conciertos al
aire libre en los Estados U nidos, que llego a ser Regidor en San
Francisco en 1849 y que en 1874 construyo en el Pertt el ferrocarril
mas alto del mundo, llamado "ferrocarril a la luna" porque
atraviesa la cordillera de los Andes a alturas de 15,645 pies sobre
el nivel del mar. 1
Cuentos para Nifios es otra coleccion de Alegria que acaba de
recibir el premio de Fomento de la Cultura, otorgado por el
Ministerio de Educacion Pttblica del Pertt- noviembre :2, 1969-
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Esperamos que a esta obra p6stuma seguini Resurrecci6n, "novela
a la que el gran escritor dedic6 muchos aiios y muchas ilusiones"
y que dej6 sin publicar.
En todas sus obras Ciro Alegria ha logrado universalidad por su
enfoque real, directo y humano sin dejar de estar comprometido
con su terruiio y sin dejar de ser peruano. Su linea fue de
principia a fin indigenista y por eso dej6 un mensaje de reivindicaci6n social.
1

En un proximo n{Imero de esta revista apareced Ia traducci6n en ingles
de esta interesantisima selecci6n.

Dr. Graciela de Urteaga completed her Doctoral studies at
the University of San Marcos in
Lima, Peru . She is currently an
Associate Professor in the Madern Language Department U.O.P.

Resume of the Indigenous
Novel and Ciro Alegria
SARAH ScRIBNER

Interest in social literature concerning the natives of Latin
America began with the Conquest. In the eighteenth century,
Indian novels were used as protests to denounce before the world
the Indians' situation. But the idolization of the Indian by such
authors as Gertrudis Gomez de Avellaneda, Manuel de Jesus
Galvan, and Juan de Le6n Mera, tended to give a distorted picture,

presenting the native outside his sociological reality.
The wars and revolutions of the twentieth century have given
rise to great social changes, while creating economic problems and
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exercising enormous influence in the thought of contemporary man.
The young intellectuals emerging from these conflicts questioned
the causes of disorder; they criticized and denounced the old system while searching for an instrument of change. And so a new
trend of social protest appeared in Hispanic American novels.
With Ciro Alegria the indigenous novel reached its peak as a
literary expression of social protest. La Serpiente de Oro, Los
Perras Hambrientos, and El Mundo es Ancho y Ajeno, the famous
trilogy of the author, have played an important role in the literature
of Peru and the continent. Alegria wrote these novels while a
political exile in Chile.
La Serpiente de Oro relates the simple, hard, and tragic life of
a man of the jungles. The novel is structured in independent
chapters, similar to short stories, which together form the plot.
The result is a truthful picture of customs, traditions, celebrations,
beliefs, and legends of the Indians.
Los Perras Hambrientos is the story of the hardships and
tragedies which befall men, as well as dogs, in a town besieged by
pests and hunger, and victimized by social injustice. It is a pessimistic novel in tone, yet deep and humane. Its literary value lies
in its narrative perfection.
El Mundo es Ancho y Ajeno is an epic social novel of realism,
regionalism, and humanism. The theme is the deprivation, suffering, and final destruction of an Indian community, caused by the
greed of rich landowners, with the complicity of judges and
authorities. The intention of Alegria was to paint the social drama
that the Indian population of Peru was living at that time, and
that would raise their voice of protest to the world. The book's
value is chiefly the sociologi~al power of its documentation.
In 1960, after twenty three years in exile, Ciro Alegria returned
to Peru "to dedicate myself to finishing my novels." But he was
not able to do this, as he soon became involved in politics.
Ciro Alegria died suddenly on February 17, 1967, leaving unfinished and unpublished works. His wife and ex-student, Dora
Varona Alegria, has undertaken the task of compling her husband's
manuscripts for publication. The following have been published:
Gabriela Mistral Intima contains a simple, moving, and poetic
description of the life and character of this "strange and fascinating" authoress.
La Ofrenda de Piedra is a collection of stories in a native theme,
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the majority of which are autobiographical. Childhood memories
were an unending source of inspiration for Alegria. He grew up
on the farms of his father and grandfather, situated in the Andes
mountains near the Marano River. Alegria's sociological characters
are taken from this rural environment and are largely symbolic,
like those of his earlier novels. He continues to create, in veiled
form, typical characters: the landowner, the village priest, and the
mestizo. This celebrated trio was the target of Alegria's attacks and
criticisms, as he always considered them the exploiters of the
Indian. The characterization of the Indian has changed; he is now
an intelligent and free fighter, making the law and justice his
allies.
Siernpre Hay Carninos is a short, enchanting, and intensely
interesting surrealistic novel. Alegria manipulates modern techniques with mastery: direct and indirect inside monologue, counterpoint, fragmentation of chronological time, flashbacks, and stream
of consiousness. Undoubtedly, the influences of Joyce, Mann, Huxley, and Proust are present.
Sueiio y V erdad de America is a collection of narratives based
on historical data and curious facts. An example is the biography
of Henry Meiggs, an American, who built the highest railroad in
the world in 1874. It is called the "train to the moon," as it
crosses the Peruvian Andes at 15,645 feet above sea level.
Through his style, Alegria denounces the heritage of the modernista movement. He is described by critic Fernando Alegria as "a
poet who writes in prose." Above all, his prose is powerful and
virile. He presents nature with extraordinary descriptive force as
a humanized picture in which all objects possess life and movement.
One of the stylistic achievements of Alegria is his psychic representation of nature; that is, the relation of human feelings with
their surroundings and their expression through dialogue or monologue. His conversations are simple in form but complex in their
content, as they reveal the psychic bond of primitive man with
nature.
Alegria's realism does not include the idealization of a romantic
disposition, but proceeds from a complete understanding of the
Peruvian man. All of Alegria's works are inspired by an authentic,
objective reality, surrounded with experiences from the same places
as those commented on in his works. All that Alegria had seen,
lived, and felt is swirled together in his novels and stories, described with vigorous and agile strokes.
14
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A new term was added to the lexicon of Inter-American relations
in 1969. A five-day "Soccer War" broke out on July 14, 1969, between Honduras and El Salvador. The term is a misnomer, for the
undeclared war had little to do with soccer. The hostilities were
preceded by regional elimination games between the two Central
American countries to determine which of them would seek the
World Soccer Cup in Mexico. The first of three playoff matches
took place in June, in Tegucigalpa, Honduras. Salvadoran soccer
fans claimed that they had been harassed on the way to the
Tegucigalpa contest as well as upon leaving Honduras. Similar
harrassments were reported by Honduran fan s attending the second
round of the eliminations played in San Salvador. Further troubles
between fans of the contending factions were averted by moving
the final game of the series to a neutral field in Mexico City. The
elimination matches in Central America had a catalytic effect on
anger aroused over Salvadoran emigration patterns, Honduran
land tenure practices, and an unresolved border problem that had
provoked hostilities between the two neighbors in 1967.
The Salvadoran minority of 300,000 residing in Honduras is
composed of Salvadoran immigrants and their children, born in
Honduras. Honduran authorities claim that only one thousand of
the immigrants have obtained legal residence papers in the adopted
country, even though the Salvadorans comprise 12% of the population of Honduras.l Most of the immigrants went into sub sistence-level agriculture, but a few have become small businessmen or have joined the urban labor force, especially in San Pedro
Sula. The presence of the Salvadorans in Honduras is widely resented by Hondurans.
During June and the first two weeks of July, about 40,000
Salvadorans residing in Honduras were forced to leave the nation
as a consequence of the tardy implementation of an agrarian reform program. The land on which they had been living was
redistributed in accordance with article 68 of Honduras' Agrarian
Law, which permits only native-born Hondurans to own lands
formerly belonging to the nation or to obtain permission to farm
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communal properties." Salvadoran authorities termed as "genocide"
the forced exodus and the human suffering (murders, persecution,
outrages, personal injuries and damage to property) that accompanied it.
Relations between the two countries at the time of the so-called
Soccer War were blighted by their long-standing failure to come
to a complete agreement on a common border. The armed forces
of both nations were partially mobilized in 1967 after forays by
both sides into the disputed territory. Both countries counted
deaths and other casualties. War was avoided through mediation
efforts by the foreign ministers of Costa Rica, Guatemala, and
Nicaragua. The boundary problem was handed to a mixed border
commission. It met twice, but was unable to produce an acceptable demarcation.3
A worsening political situation in each of the countries precipitated the outbreak of hostilities in mid-July. In Honduras,
friends of President Oswaldo Lopez Arellano, who had taken
charge of the government by force in 1963 and had legitimatized
his coup by legislative manipulation in 1965, were deepening old
schisms by seeking another term for Lopez even though his reelection was impossible under the 1966 constitution. In El Salvador,
where the army is a tool of the dominant landowning group, the
incumbent President, Colonel Fidel Sanchez Hern{mdez, had never
had such a difficult time retaining his position since coming to
office by election in 1967. The five-day war did much to strengthen
16

the popular support of both leaders and to leave them more firmly
entrenched in their respective presidential palaces than at any
previous time. In each case, the leader based his newfound popularity on a "victory" over his "treacherous" neighbor. The Salvadoran landed elite was said to have favored the war as a means
of stopping the flow of displaced Salvadorans from Hondmas. The
The refugees were putting pressure on the large landholders in
El Salvador to give up some of their land. The peasants' demands
for land were seconded by elements in the hierarchy of the
Catholic church. When Salvadoran troops invaded Honduras at
two points on July 14, they penetrated some nine miles into the
latter country; then the invasion faltered. Honduras' armed forces
were ill-prepared to resist an invasion, but Inter-American peacekeeping machinery was activated and, on the fifth day, a ceasefire was achieved.
The consequences of the angry mood prevailing in El Salvador
and Honduras were numerous. Because of the "genocidal" tendencies
of the Hondurans, life became extremely difficult for the Salvadoran minority. The latter fell victim to insults and physical injury. Some were jailed. Many disappeared mysteriously. Thousands
were taken to the border and turned over to Salvadoran authorities, with little or no time to dispose of personal possessions or
property. Homes and stores of others were destroyed. The violence
and hysteria were kindled by flammable radio broadcasts and
yellow journalism. Salvadorans repatriated grew to an estimated
85,000 by the end of the year. If they had been a problem while
in Honduras, the Salvadorans became an even greater one in their
native country. El Salvador is the smallest of the 23 nations or
colonies on the mainland of the Americas, but just 12 have a
greater population. Not one hemispheric country- mainland or
insular- equalled the growth rate of El Salvador in 1968.4 This
"First" for El Salvador would not be so serious if it were not for
the fact that El Salvador is the most densely-populated mainland
country in the Western Hemisphere, with 400 people per square
mile. All of the land is claimed; there is no reserve. To this
extraordinary population density must be added the high concentration of land ownership in El Salvador. According to the Banco
Hipotecario de El Salvador, only 11% of the nation's land is in
the hands of the peasantry. More than half of the national income
goes to only 8% of the population. 5 The return of the 85,000
Salvadorans to their homeland put enormous pressure on the land,
for in many cases, the farmers had had their own parcels in
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Honduras and were not satisfied, once back home, to become day
laborers on the holdings of a few large landowners. Those seeking
jobs in urban areas had to compete with workers laid off because
of widespread closures of factories, a 60% decline in trade with
Central American countries, and a 50% falling off of business
activity.
Salvadoran troops ravaged the areas that they occupied by
force . The troops plundered commercial establishments, as well
as holy places. They despoiled homes, schools, customs houses, and
other public places. Some 25,000 Hondurans fled from the Salvadoran armed forces as they swept into the southern and western
departments of Honduras. Losses of life from terroristic and military activities were heavy on both sides; the dead numbered more
than 2,000 in the period when the two people were in constant
contact. The rupture in political relations between El Salvador
and Honduras also interrupted exchanges of goods. Before the
war, El Salvador sold more products to Honduras than to any
other country within the Central American Common Market; the
value of these sales reached $23 million in 1969. After the fighting
waned, Honduras was able to substitute Guatemalan products for
those heretofore imported from El Salvador. Honduras closed its
portion of the Inter-American Highway to Salvadoran commerce.
El Salvador, much more dependent on regional trade than any
other country in Central America, found itself isolated from customary markets, not only in Honduras but also in Nicaragua and Costa
Rica. Subsequently, El Salvador was able to service a portion of
its Costa Rican and Nicaraguan customers through the institution
of air and maritime services.
The feuding isthmian nations turned to the elaborate machinery set up by the American nations for the peaceful settlement
of hemispheric disputes. The possibilities included good offices,
mediation, investigation and conciliation, and arbitration and
judicial procedure. Each of these devices was provided for in the
1948 American Treaty of Pacific Settlement (Pact of Bogota) . On
June 25 both countries requested the presence of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, in response to El Salvador's
charge of "genocide." The allegation related to the expulsion of
Salvadorans from their farms and jobs. Two members of the Commission were sent to the area on July 4 to study the charges. 6
On the same day Honduras asked for a meeting of hemispheric
foreign ministers, claiming its airspace had been violated and its
territory subjected to "consistent aggression" by Salvador's armed
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forces. Instead of acceding, the OAS honored a request by the
subregional Organization of Central American States ( ODECA)
for assistance to the foreign ministers of Costa Rica, Guatemala,
and Nicaragua, who had been serving as mediators in the dispute
since June 27. Realizing that a session of the Organ of Consultation would be necessary, the OAS Council did, on July 14, vote
its convocation. Further action at the fateful reunion saw the
Council itself choose to sit as the OAS consultative organ until
such time as the foreign ministers could be assembled. The Council,
in exercising its temporary powers, ordered a seven-man committee
to Central America for on-the-spot information. At the same time,
the Council asked both countries to refrain from aggravating the
situation. The action was of no avail, for news was on its way that
a full-scale war was underway between the two neighbors.
The seven-member committee was able to arrange a cessation
of hostilities by July 18, the conditions of which included a withdrawal of troops, guarantees for both Honduran and Salvadoran
civilians and emergency relief for persons displaced by the conflict. Accordingly, more than a hundred civilian employees of
the OAS were sent to the war zone to assure compliance with the
cease-fire provisions. Because El Salvador did not withdraw its
troops from the occupied area within the specified four days,
hemispheric foreign ministers met in Washington, D.C. on July
26. The foreign ministers were about to declare El Salvador an
aggressor for its failure to withdraw its troops from the 650 square
miles of occupied territory, an action providing partial economic
sanctions. El Salvador, on July 29, bowed to the threat and agreed
to a troop withdrawaP Among the terms of the settlement was a
unique request to international and Inter-American organizations
to cooperate with both isthmian nations in finding a solution for
their population and development problems. The basic provision
of the ceasefire accord committed both of the combatants to submit
their demands and differences within a two-month period "to any
one of the procedures for pacific settlement provided for in the
American Treaty on Pacific Settlement, to which both countries
are parties, and if this does not happen, to submit them to the
procedure of arbitration in accordance with the same pact." 8
The variety of peace-keeping machinery available to and used
by the combatants in the 1969 war reflected on the preoccupation
in this Hemisphere with peaceful means for resolving its international conflicts. However, the cease-fire arranged in July failed
to pave the way for a fruitful negotiation of outstanding issues in
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the dispute, as demonstrated by unproductive mediation efforts in
San Jose, Costa Rica in January-March 1970 under the direction
of Jose A. Mora, former head of the OAS, and by renewed border
clashes in 1970. Are available avenues to peace adequate for solving crises of this nature? Is there a need for more adequate policies
that get to the real causes of such crises?
Those OAS diplomats gathered in Washington and others in
the war zone recognized the impact of Central America's demographic pressure on the hostile events of 1969. Perhaps the population omen in the Central American fracas was not seen by
other Washington policymakers. Although a comprehensive report
on trips by Nelson Rockefeller through Latin America in 1969 was
presented to U.S. President Richard M. Nixon, it contained no
recommendation on the subject of population control. The Rockefeller report did relate run-away population growth to urgent
problems in the areas of food supply, employment, housing, and
education. However, President Nixon outlined his Latin American
policy on October 31, 1969, without referring to the fundamental
problem of demography. Even the impact of the OAS foreign
ministers' recommendations was partially neutralized late in 1969
when, in reducing the number of major OAS programs, Secretary
General Galo Plaza relegated to a secondary position a fledgling
OAS effort in population studies. 9
A situation that bears many analogies to the El SalvadorHonduras dispute has existed for decades on the island shared
by heavily-overpopulated and proverty-stricken Haiti and the lesspressed Dominican Republic. In South America, the termination
of colonial status for Surinam has been delayed because the
Dutch colonials fear the intentions of their much more populous
neighbor, the newly-declared Republic of Guyana. The territorial
claims of each government overlap and have caused clashes along
their common border. One shudders upon hearing President
Velasco Ibarra of heavily-overpopulated Ecuador supporting papal
bans on most methods of birth control. A situation that cannot be
overlooked is the presence in Venezuela of 300,000 Colombians,
most of whom have entered without legal permission. In order
to survive, 600,000 Paraguayans have emigrated from their homeland.
Should we expect other demographic conflicts in the Western
Hemisphere similar to the one experienced by El Salvador and

Honduras? As the Rockefeller statement indicated, the present
rate of demographic gain in the Hemisphere is such that, if nothing
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is done, the population of Latin America will double in less than
30 years.l 0 While the Hemisphere is confronted with an astonishing
birth rate, it offers a paucity of solutions to concomitant problems.
Honduras and El Salvador provided the loc1le for the first population war in the Western Hemisphere. The phenomenon is new, but
it will figure prominently in future relations among the American
nations.
1

"OAS Halts War Between El Salvador and Honduras," Americas,
September 1969, p. 42.
2 Article 101 of the Honduran Constitution (1966) also prohibits foreigners
from obtaining land within 40 kilometers (24 miles) of Honduras'
boundaries.
3 Felix Canales Salazar, Controversia fronteriza entre Honduras y El
Salvador, Academia de Geografia e Historia de Honduras (Tegucigalpa,
Honduras, 1968).
4 World Population Data Sheet- 1968.
5 Cited in Agresion (Tegucigalpa: Partido Nacional de Honduras, 1969).
6 Subsequently, the Commission passed a resolution condemning "grave
violations of human rights" and asking both Honduras and El Salvador to
prevent their repetition.
7 El Salvador asked that certain measures be taken to guarantee respect
for rights of Salvadorans living in Honduras and also for those who had
been expelled.
8 Membreiio, Maria B. de, t::Por que fuimos a Ia Guerra?, (San Salvador:
Editores La Naci6n, 1969). Ch. IV.
9 Population Bulletin, December 1969, p. 135.
10 Nelson A. Rockefeller, The Rockefeller Report on the Americas (Chicago:
Quadrangle Books, 1969), p. 134.
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The Hickenlooper Amendment
And The IPC
H.

LESLIE RoBrNSOK

The case of the International Petroleum Company is the problem
of a company that has transgressed and offended our laws, usurped
our rights by using all alJailable means and one that is determined
to create conflict between two friendly governments .. .. We not
only hope that the notorious Hickenlooper Amendment will not be
applied in this case but that it will be repealed and never again
be mentioned. If the shortsightedness of a few prevails, Peru will
simply have to face up to that situation . .. and its ultimate consequences.
- Gen. Juan Velasco Alvarado,
President of Peru
Feb. 9, 1969
A major irritant to United States-Latin American relations during
the 1960's has been U. S. Government intervention in defense of
confiscated U. S. private investments. Seizures of a number of such
companies, denounced as "arrogant" despoilers of the host country,
have provoked varying degrees of protest, retaliation or threat of
retaliation on the part of the U. S. Government. One of the most
celebrated of the retaliatory threats is contained in the so-called
Hickenlooper Amendment to the Foreign Assistance Act. This provision, enacted by Congress in 1962, requires that U. S. aid be cut
off to countries seizing U. S. properties without taking appropriate
action within six months to assure adequate and prompt compensation_! Application of the Amendment has loomed as a threat in
only three of the Latin American countries- Brazil ( 1962-64), Peru
( 1968-70) and Bolivia ( 1969-70) .2 However, critics throughout the
hemisphere have decried this instrument of "unabashed economic
aggression" as a violation of the principle of non-intervention.
Is United States Intervention in Peru Justified?
The most inflamed reaction to United States intervention via the
Hickenlooper Amendment was ignited in Peru following the Peruvian military government's 1968-69 seizure of International Petroleum Company's ( IPC) facilities in that country. The United States
took the position that while Peru had the right to expropriate these
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holdings, it was obligated, under international law, to pay effective
compensation to the company. The government of President Juan
Velasco Alvarado, in turn, admonished that this matter was not
properly a concern of the U. S. Government. In the first place, it
maintained, IPC as a Canadian-incorporated company, should be
represented by the government of said country rather than by that
of the United States. This would seem to be a fragile basis for rejecting U. S. representation, for while IPC is indeed incorporated in
Canada, its management headquarters are in Florida and its effective ownership ( 99.94% ) is in the hands of Standard Oil Company
(New Jersey) . This firm, in turn, is beneficially owned by well over
700,000 U. S. shareholders. Clearly any government is legitimately
concerned with representing the interests and investments of its
own citizens abroad when there appears to be a possible abridgement of their rights under international law, regardless of the
nationality of the legal incorporation of these interests. The Hickenlooper Amendment specifically applies to the seizure of "any corporation, partnership, or association not less than 50 percentum
beneficially owned by United States citizens."
The more important point is the Peruvian insistence that international law is not at issue in the IPC dispute and that no outside
government has any business "interfering" in a matter subject to
the "absolute jurisdiction" of Peru. It is pointed out that international law is involved and diplomatic intervention justified only
when there is a denial of justice. The Peruvian contention has been
that the seizure of IPC's properties did not constitute an injustice
or an arbitrary confiscation since any compensation due the company was more than cancelled out by an IPC indebtedness of over
$690 million to Peru. The alleged indebtedness derives from a decision of the Velasco government to "recover" from IPC all its past
profits earned from the "illegal" extraction of oil from a subsurface
to which it had "no valid title."
It is further claimed that there was no denial of justice because
IPC had not even taken the trouble to exhaust possibilities of appeal in Peruvian courts, but had instead preferred to appeal directly
to the United States Government. This assertion should be weighed
against the fact that in order to contest the "debt" collection in
court, IPC would have been obliged, according to a December
1968 decree-law of the Velasco government, to make prior payment
of the debt. In any case, the point seems academic for IPC assuredly could not win the case in the present courts, which have
surrendered their independence under the Velasco administration.
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The highest courts have ruled that the decree-laws of the Revolutionary Government must be applied, even though they be in conflict with the constitution.
Many Peruvians also deny the propriety of the United States
Government's intercession because they allege that IPC was bound
by .the so-called "Calvo Clause" not to appeal to a foreign government in any conflict with Peru. The constitutions of a number of
Latin American nations and many contracts with foreign investors
incorporate this concept, which developed from ideas of the
Argentine jurist, Carlos Calvo, early in this century. He was concerned that foreigners in weak states could often claim greater
rights than local citizens by sidestepping the local courts in favor
of direct appeal to their own governments.
IPC replies to the claim that it had contracted not to appeal to
a foreign government by pointing out that there was no such clause
in its contract of purchase from the former British owners, a contract which did not involve the govemment. 3 The Calvo principle
was present in several agreements subsequently made by IPC
directly with the Peruvian Government, but was not applicable to
the bulk of the firm's investments. In any case, the company points
out, IPC had not appealed to the U. S. Government for application
of sanctions; it had kept the government informed of developments
and the latter had then acted in the matter as required by the
mandatory provisions of the Hickenlooper Amendment.
The key issue, then, is the Peruvian charge that IPC has knowingly extracted oil illegally from La Brea y Pariiias since it acquired
the properties in 1924. If a case can be established that the company did have illegal, "bad-faith" possession of the property for 44
years and thus "usurped" the oil from the subsurface through
fraudulent connivance with government officials, then the resort
to principles of international law as justification for U. S. intervention is undermined. Accordingly, this paper proposes to examine
in detail the validity of IPC's claim to subsurface rights in the La
Brea y Pariiias oilfields.
Private Ownership Dates from 1826

IPC was the only private petroleum company in Peru that laid
claim to fee simple ownership of subsurface mineral rights. Other
companies, which entered Peru in recent times, operate on a con-

cession basis. This is a formula now insisted upon by governments
throughout Latin America, where the Hispanic tradition of State
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ownership of subsoil resources prevails even on lands where surface
rights may be privately owned.
The Velasco government insists that the Peruvian subsoil has
been considered public property by all official codes and ordinances throughout the colonial period and since independence,and even during the time of the Incas, when mines were the property of the Inca. 4 It is acknowledged that a pitch mine- named
Amotape at the time- was deeded by the State in 1826 to a
Peruvian citizen, Jose A. de Quintana, but this is claimed to have
been an "illegal" act. Subsequently, the mine and its surface lands
were combined by purchase in an estate named La Brea y Parifias.
In 1888, the Peruvian owner, who had inherited the estate, sold it to
a British subject. The property was leased in 1889 to London &
Pacific Petroleum Company and sold in 1924 to International
Petroleum Company. The Velasco government suggests that there
was bribery and coercion throughout the history of the mine to
get and keep the subsurface registered under private ownership,
in defiance of laws and of the long Hispanic tradition that reserved
subsoil rights for the State.
Actually, early in this century and in the 19th century many
exceptions were made in Latin America to the Hispanic tradition
as financially hard-pressed governments ceded subsoil rights to
local or foreign private groups in order to raise money through
such sales or through taxes on subsequent mineral production
undertaken by those groups. IPC maintains that private title to the
Amotape mine was acquired under such circumstances. Faced with
heavy debts incurred during the war with Spain and during the
first years of independence, the Constituent Congress of Peru enacted a law in 1825 authorizing the State to "dispose" of any
national property, including mines, necessary to raise funds for
liquidating the public debt. 5 Later in the same year, the Liberator
Simon Bolivar, who was dictator at the time, further decreed that
abandoned mines were State property, which could be leased or
sold to service the public debt. In accordance with the 1825 law,
the State deeded the Amotape mine to Quintana in 1826 in payment of a debt to him, thereby specifically relinquishing all proprietary rights over the property. 6
Besides challenging the legality of the deed to the mine, the
Peruvian Government further maintains that the allotment of a
"small" surface pitch deposit to a private individual did not give
subsoil rights to any other mineral. It points out that the deed
certainly made no mention of petroleum, a "mineral unknown in
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the industrial and commercial world [until] several decades later."
IPC's position is that pitch is not something different from oil but
a natural form or appearance of oil itself- a seepage from the subsurface oil reservoir. It is not true, of course, that petroleum was
unknown at the time and had not been industrialized; oil had been
skimmed off various surface deposits for centuries, and the Incas,
as well as their Spanish conquerors, produced some oil from handdug trenches for processing into pitch. This was employed for
caulking ships and other purposes. The use of oil and its derivatives
became greatly expanded, of course, after 1859, when the development of oil drilling techniques permitted deposits of greater depth
to be reached. IPC further points out that in accordance with the
legal concept of a mine as expressed in the mining ordinances of
the time 7 and in Spanish civil law (from which Peruvian statutes
were derived), 8 the titleholder of a mine was permitted to exploit
all minerals as far beneath the surface as he could reach, i.e., "ad
infernum," as it was then expressed.
There is still another reason why Amotape must have been
understood at the time to be a subsoil holding. Had it been a
surface property, the rights to it would surely have corresponded
to the owner of the Hacienda de Mancora, the surface landholding
that covered the same geographical area as the Amotape property.
In point of fact, each property was held by separate individuals
at .the time Quintana acquired the mine.
The Velasco government does not recognize that the Amotape
mine was so large. It claims, in fact, that the mine was an "infinitesimal" part of what is today La Brea y Parifias, which, in
turn, is only a part of the original Mancora estate. In the 1826
deed of sale to Quintana, the land measurements of the grant were
not specified, but a number of earlier lease documents describing
the property clearly show that the mine allotment was much larger
than the present 416,000-acre La Brea y Parifias. 9 The current
Peruvian claim is that the mine deeded to Quintana only included
the pitch deposit on one single hill and that IPC's property was
an illegally acquired extension of that original grant.
Dispute Over Taxes and "Mining Claims"
The Velasco government's challenge to IPC's claim of subsoil
ownership also derives from its interpretation of some mining and
tax laws and decrees promulgated between 1873 and 1888. An
1873 law required owners of outstanding mining claims "or the possessors of veins or gatherings of coal or petroleum under rights
previous to this law" to present their titles for revalidation, and an
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1877 law imposed a tax on each mining claim ( pertenencia). The
titleholder at the time, Genaro Helguero, claimed he was not subject to these laws since he was civil owner of La Brea y Parifias
rather than the possessor of a mining claim.
In 1888, the government ruled against Helguero, determining
that he was indeed subject to the mining laws and had to pay the
established tax rate. For this purpose his property was divided into
ten pertenencias. The present Velasco administration cites this and
similar rulings of the period as proof that the holding was recognized by law merely as a "mining claim" rather than as privately
owned property. Actually, however, the 1888 government Resolution specifically recognized that the mine (i.e., subsoil) throughout
the 416,000-aore extension of the estate was the exclusive property
of Helguero. 10 The area of the mine, which was described in a
topographical map attached to the Resolution, was the same as
that prevailing today for La Brea y Parifias.
The semantic contradiction in the 1888 Resolution's references to
mining claims and mine ownership was clearly the cause of much
grief for the subsequent owners of La Brea y Parifias. The IPC
interpretation has been that the division of the property into
pertenencias was done solely to permit taxation of the privately
owned property, not as a means of challenging the authenticity of
that ownership. Apparently the authorities of that time saw no
contradiction in terms, for it was considered that the 1826 grant
to Quintana was consummated under the authority of the 1786
mining ordinances of the Spanish Crown11- which ordinances were
continued in force in 1821 by the new Republican government.
Those ordinances permitted the granting of mining concessions,
though the mines remained the property of the Royal Crown and
though a part of the production of such mines had to be contributed to the Crown. Thus, under the dual interpretation of
those ordinances and of the 1826 deed of sale of the Amotape mine,
the latter was considered something on the order of a wholly
owned "concession" with its possessors obligated to pay tribute to
the State.
After La Brea y Parifias had passed to British ownership and
had been leased to London & Pacific Petroleum Company, a fresh
tax controversy arose, though again the title of ownership itself
was not disputed and no judgment was passed on its validity. The
argument revolved around a 1915 decree that approved a redivision
of the property into 41,614 pertenencias instead of the mere 10
"erroneously" called for in the 1888 Resolution. The Velasco
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Topographical map attached to 1888 government Resolution. "La
Brea y Parifias" is shown enclosed by the heavy line. Within this

line the shaded part shows the area of "Farinas" and the white part
the area of "La Brea".
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government's view is that a "fraudulent activity" was thus exposed
whereby London & Pacific Petroleum had evaded taxes by not
reporting the full size of its holdings. In fact, however, the actual
size of the oilfields as approved in 1888 was not contested by the
1915 measure. The discrepancy between the measurements approved in the two different years arose out of contrasting legal
interpretations as to whether it was proper to divide these particular oilfields into "regular" pertenencias-of about 10 acres eachor into ones of "irregular size," as was done in 1888P The immediate consequence of the measure, of course, was greatly to
magnify the property's tax liability- from 300 to 1,248,420 soles
per year. The size of the property remained the same.
International Arbitration Award of 1922
London & Pacific then requested the diplomatic representation
of the British Government to seek a compromise settlement of the
tax dispute and an agreement was reached in 1921 to submit the
controversy to the ''definitive finding" of international arbitration.
A settlement was reached between the parties in 1922 and their
agreement incorporated in an award of the Tribunal in the same
year. It submitted to the Peruvian demand that the property be
considered to embrace 41,614 regular pertenencias; however, the
previous tax rate was to apply only to oilfields actually worked,
with a smaller tax fixed upon the remaining property. The only
taxes to be levied were these property taxes, which were to prevail
for 50 years, and an export tax, which was to remain at a fixed rate
for 20 years. After the 50-year period, the property would be subject to the general mining laws and to such taxes as might then be
in force. The agreement also provided for a payment of $1 million
by the owners to Peru to settle past claims. A key point in the
award is that it acknowledged the title of the British proprietors
and reaffirmed the dimensions of the property as determined in the
1888 Resolution.
In subsequent years- after IPC acquired the property in 1924-a
simmering reaction against the 1922 award developed among Peruvians. There was a feeling that Peru should never have consented
to relinquish its "sovereignty" in the matter by submitting to international arbitration, and there was growing resentment over
private foreign ownership of petroleum property, in the face of
the modern trend toward concession contracts. An explosive outburst was then precipitated by a 1959 price increase in petroleum
products in Peru's internal market. This was authorized by the
administration of President Manuel Prado to help the company
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meet increased costs of operation following several years of inflation. Resulting political pressures culminated in 1963 legislation,
under the Bela{mde administration, that unilaterally revoked the
1922 arbitral award and in a 1967 law that declared that the
company's ownership rights in the La Brea y Parifias oilfields were
"confiscated by the Nation" and the fields converted into a national reserve. Compensation was to be provided taking into account
"the debts owed by IPC to the State."
"Debt" Rationale
This was the first time that IPC was officially charged with a
debt, which snowballed in succeeding years from an alleged $10-$50
million to $690 million under the Velasco administration. The
alleged debts derived at first from various accusations of tax
evasion that were made in Congress in 1959. In the resulting investigations these claims were not substantiated. IPC points out
that no judicial proceedings were ever initiated by the tax authorities to prove that authorized taxes had gone unpaid, since it was
in a position to prove, with proper receipts, that it had paid all
such obligations.
Following the 1963 disavowal of the arbitral award, a new "debt"
was calculated on the basis of taxes that ought to have been paid
since 1924 had the company been subject to higher taxes than
those established by the award. To this, IPC replied that it was
already the largest taxpayer in Peru 13 and that the taxes levied
against it were greater than they would be under the existing
petroleum legislation for producing concessions. During the six-year
period immediately prior to January 1968, according to IPC, the
percentage of its booked income before taxes which was paid to
the government amounted to about 70%. Income taxes, which had
been paid since they were established in Peru in 1936 and which
were derived from the company's sales in the internal market, 14
were in addition to the property and export taxes contemplated
by the 1922 award. IPC also paid all the other taxes imposed on
commercial enterprises in Peru, including levies on sales, purchases,
payrolls, financing and remittances.
Passage of the 1967 law reclaiming subsoil rights for the State
inspired a new ·refinement .of the "debt" rationale. It was deduced
that since the arbitral decision had been retroactively denounced,
IPC's titles therefore could never have existed legally since they
were acquired two years after the award. It was accordingly concluded that all of IPC's past profits actually belonged to the State.
Nevertheless, it was recognized that, because of Peru's statute of
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A view of residential areas refinery Tank Farm at Talam
limitations, the claim against IPC should cover after-tax profits
just for the previous 15-year period. Tax authorities calculated
that IPC's "debt" came to slightly more than $144 million.
Act ofTalara and Aftermath
After extensive negotiations with the Bela{mde administution on
the manner in which the 1967 law was to be implemented, an
agreement, called the "Act of Talara," was reached in August 1968
to transfer the company's surface, subsoil rights and certain producing installations to the nation. IPC retained its refinery at
Talara and its storage and distribution network throughout the
country on a concession basis. The government agreed to cancel
altogether the debt claims against the company.
A heated denunciation of various features of the Act of Talara
was soon generated. Above all, critics expressed indignation at the
"fraudulent" exoneration of fPC's "debt." It was in this climate
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that the junta led by Gen. Velasco overthrew the Belaunde regime
in October 1968, alleging as one of the principal reasons for its
act the need to correct the "injustice" perpetrated by the Act of
Talara. The August agreement was immediately nullified, the
Talara refinery and industrial complex nationalized, and the oilfields and refinery complex occupied by government troops. Then
in January and February of the following year, Peru's state oil
agency took full control of all IPC'c remaining properties in the
country.
The government's next move was to announce the amount of
IPC's "debt." It was not satisfied with the previously calculated
figure of $144 million. IPC declares that the reason for this was
that:
. . . by that time the strategy against IPC called for taking over all of
the company's assets (not just La Brea y Pariiias), in payment for the "debt."
The Tax Office figure, although considerably larger than others previously
mentioned, still did not fully cover IPC's total investments in Peru. Therefore,
it did not appear to be sufficient to facilitate "legal confiscation" of the
company's properties.15

In any case, the statute of limitations was discarded and the debt
expanded to $690 million, which was supposed to represent the
present value of all the oil products extracted since 1924. Costs of
production were deducted but no credit was given for taxes paid
by the company. The figure was especially inflated by the fact
that it was calculated on the basis of the current price of East
Texas crude oil, which could scarcely be considered an accurate
reflection of the level of petroleum prices either in Texas or Peru
over the previous 44 years.
IPC's Good Faith Questioned

As stated above, the debt assessment was based on the charge
that the company lacked any valid title to the property and had,
therefore, to regurgitate to the State the monetary equivalent of all
petroleum products previously extracted since that part of the
State's patrimony had been removed "illegally." Even assuming
that IPC's title was indeed invalid, either because it was retroactively made so by the 1963 and 1967 laws or because of possible legal
flaws in the original grant and in subsequent official inscriptions
of the property, one may still ask whether the move to "recover"
all of IPC's past profits was not a cavalier and unjust procedure.
If the company had operated in good faith, believing that its
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title was legitimate, surely it was entitled to at least some of the
fruits of its labor.
The Velasco administration vigorously denies that there was
even one iota of good faith in the intentions or operations of IPC.
It charges, for example, that the company had a long history of
bribing and pressuring "docile" authorities to accord it favorable
treatment. This kind of charge is difficult to assess, for it is impossible to prove that there is no grain of truth in it. It is generally
recognized that "pay-offs" to politicians to secure special favors
have long been common practice in Latin America and it is certainly not inconceivable that IPC and its predecessors also may have
sometimes disgressed from the side of the angels. Such is said to
be the belief of most Peruvians. For the nationalist, fraud does
not normally "need" to be proved in court; it is just "known." A
charge of fraud, even when untrue, therefore becomes entirely
credible to the national (whatever the country may be!) when it
is directed against a large foreign corporation that is already resented. However, if there has been fraud on the part of IPC to
secure special favors, smely it would be appropriate to prosecute
on those specific charges. The gov·e rnment, on the other hand,
seems arbitrarily to have passed sentence on the title of ownership
on the unproved assumption that it was obtained and pmpetuated
through fraud and coercion.
Cited in particular as an example of IPC's "improbity" was the
pressure it reputedly exerted, when it was a co-lessee with London
& Pacific Petroleum, in connection with the 1922 arbitration award.
In fact, one of the main reasons often given to justify the 1963
repudiation of the award was the claim that Peru had submitted
to arbitration under duress,- because of the "abusive" intervention
of the British and United States Governments. It is certainly true
that the good offices of the British Government were sought to
help resolve the tax dispute caused by the 1915 decree on
pertenencias. This recourse was taken in the face of what the companies considered a "denial of justice" by the Peruvian Government,
which refused to allow the question to be submitted to the courts.
It insisted that the proceedings were of a "purely administrative
character." It would seem apparent that in such circumstances,
foreign diplomatic intervention is sanctioned by international law.
It is also charged that Peru had been "pressured" into reaching
an agreement, negotiated by "unauthorized" representatives of the
Peruvian and British Governments, on the terms that were subsequently included in the arbitration award. The suggestion is that
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this procedure was a violation of the 1918 Peruvian legislation that
authorized submitting the matter to the verdict of an arbitration
tribunal. What is not taken into account in this allegation is the
provision (Article 10) in the 1921 protocol-signed by Peru and
Great Britain- authorizing the tribunal to incorporate in its award
any settlement upon which the two governments themselves might
agree before the verdict was rendered. 16
The Velasco government likewise alleges "bad faith" on the part
of IPC in the sense that the company "was aware from the beginning that it could not show, and even less prove, the validity of
the titles on which it based its supposed 'rights.' "17 IPC's reply is
that the present government has never examined nor requested the
documents of title that are in the company's possession and, furthermore, that the question of whether the title of ownership is
valid has not been adjudicated in any Peruvian court. La Brea y
Pariiias has been the subject of many administrative and court
rulings, including the international arbitration award of 1922, but,
the company points out, the title long antedated such awards and
rulings and was in no way derived from them. In other words, they
merely confirmed the already established title of the private owners. Furthermore, the charge that the original title was itself invalid, by virtue of having been obtained through fraud, does not
have the ring of credibility. One might concede the possibility of
"courthouse shenanegans" in the deeding of the land to Quintana
in 1826 were it not for the clear mandate of the 1825 legislation
permitting the sale of public mines and other property.
One indication of "good faith" on the part of the company
would surely be a demonstration that there had been a sustained
effort to meet popular demands to modify the civil ownership basis
of its operations. Such would seem a provident course to follow in
order to safeguard against the possibility of outright confiscation.
One of the most obvious developments in Latin America in recent
decades has been the decisive trend in public opinion against
foreign control in key sectors of the economies.
IPC maintains that it did in fact indicate to several governments
its willingness to amend the provisions of the 1922 award and to
make some sort of accomodation to Peruvian demands. The Velasco
government, in the pamphlet cited above ( El Petr6leo en el Peru),
contradicts itself by declaring at one point (page 18) that a concession contract was never requested by IPC- thus implying that
IPC was arrogantly intent on perpetuating its "unlawful" position
- and by acknowledging later (page 26) that IPC had formally
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applied to the government of President Prado in 1957 for adaptation to a concession status under the terms of the 1952 Petroleum
Law.ls It would thereby cede to the State all its ownership rights
to the subsoil. This reference to the company's petition is offered
in the pamphlet to demonstrate that perhaps IPC must have begun
to entertain serious doubts about the legitimacy of its title and to
realize it was a "usurper." Obviously, IPC was merely trying to
bend with the wind to prevent being uprooted by it, though apparently it did not bend far enough or soon enough. Hindsight
does indicate that IPC did not show sufficient sensitivity over the
years in calculating the degree of flexibility that was appropriate
in the face of an adverse public opinion. It thus acquired the reputation among many Peruvians of being "arrogant," "adamant" and
"overly legalistic." 19
The Prado government turned down IPC's petition, declaring
that it was "not in the best interest of the nation," though it did
not explain why. By that time public opinion had crystallized to a
significant degree in favor of total nationalization of the La Brea
y Pariiias operations. The company's opinion is that Prado's rejection was born of the government's feeling that by "inaction"
with respect to La Brea y Pariiias it was less vulnerable to political
attacks. Indeed, that government's attitude toward the IPC dispute was reflected rather well by a statement attributed to President Prado: "In Peru there are only two kinds of problems: those
that you just cannot resolve and those that resolve themselves."
A similar attitude seems to have governed President Belaunde's
actions as well with regard to resolving the IPC dispute. He procrastinated and temporized on the matter throughout most of his
administration, alternately reaching and reneging on agreements
for a solution. Apparently he feared the political consequences of
an unpopular decision, as well as the possible application of U. S.
sanctions if he were to confiscate IPC. This delaying tactic did
almost permit the problem to "resolve itself," for in 1968, as
political agitation against the President mounted, IPC opened the
door wider to a possible accord by belatedly deciding that it would
be judicious to yield to Belaunde's basic demand. This was that
the company not only renounce its subsoil rights- an adjustment to
which IPC had already acceded- but also that it cede to the State
oil agency its surface assets and extractive operations on La Brea
y Pariiias. The company had previously held out for a concession
contract for continued mining of petroleum from the property.
This conciliatory gesture by IPC came much too late, for by
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1968 political- and, under the surface, military- opposition to
Belaunde on account of his "mismanagement" of the economy, as
well as sentiment in favor of a "debt" collection from IPC, had
developed to such an extent that the solution embodied in the Act
of Talara was foreordained to be scuttled. The agreement did not
have to be ratified by Congress, but the mounting scandal over its
provisions provided the military junta with a most convenient pretext for overthrowing the Belaunde government and reversing its
decisions. Such circumstances, in turn, persuaded the junta that it
had to take an uncompromising stance in succeeding discussions
with the United States Government when the latter interceded on
IPC's behal£.2° Because of its nationalistic, self-righteous pronouncements on IPC's "shameful iniquity" and on the "irreversibility" of
the seizme, the junta actually maneuvered itself into a corner.
From that position it surely could not emerge gracefully or intact
by submitting to a solution by compromise or arbitration.
United States Role

In the impasse the United States Government has been faced
with some hard decisions regarding its own role in the controversy.
At the core of the dispute has been the question as to whether
U. S. intervention was justified under international law. It is the
conclusion of this paper, on the basis of documentation and other
information cited herein and supplied to the writer by IPC and by
the Pemvian Government, that the latter has not successfully challenged IPC's good faith nor the validity of the company's title to
La Brea y Pariiias. It is evident, therefore, that there has been a
denial of justice because of failure to provide compensation as required by international law or to allow effective access to a court
of adjudication. It follows that United States intervention to seek
at least a compromise solution is amply justified in accordance
with international law.
On the other hand, many observers have cited compelling reasons why it would not be prudent for the United States to apply
sanctions against Peru, considering the possibility of retaliation
against other U. S. investors in that country and taking into account the "domino effect" such a move might well have on the
deterioration of U. S. relations with the rest of Latin America.21
Not the least of the consequences would be the disastrous effect
that it would produce on the entire Peruvian economy and popula-

tion. Still, sanctions are obligatory under the provisions of the
Hickenlooper Amendment. The wisdom of tying the State Department's hands with such an inflexible instrument has been
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questioned, but, in any case, the government has been successful
to date in finding ways to "untie its hands" and postpone application of sanctions. Presumably it cannot do so indefinitely, though
perhaps the Nixon administration's hope is that in the meantime
the problem will "resolve itself" indirectly via repeal of the Hickenlooper Amendment. Reportedly a movement for repeal is quietly
under way in the U. S. Congress. There is said to be increasing
recognition, even among many of the measure's original supporters, that it hamstrings effective diplomacy.
In the IPC case, ev·e n diplomacy unfettered by the Hickenlooper
Amendment would undoubtedly have been unproductive in securing so much as a compromise settlement. However, its failure
could have been muted, thereby circumventing a dangerous game
of brinkmanship and a weakening of United States prestige. Standard Oil, for its part, can have had no illusion about recovering any
part of its investment, though it apparently felt that the incident
did need publicity to "set the record straight."
An obvious conclusion from the experience is that there has been

A view of a portion of Talara Refinery
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dramatized onoe again the peril of maintaining significant U. S.
private investments abroad in the sensitive mineral sector- especially in petroleum. Secure operations cannot be guaranteed by the
Hickenlooper Amendment or by any other laws alone. Even liberal
company policies in regard to employee and host nation benefits
may be insufficient, though such policies are indeed essential, to
counter the growing nationalistic urge for "ownership" of domestic
resources. A far more effective deterrent to seizures in Latin America would simply be a withdrawal of investments- at least from a
controlling position- from vulnerable sectors as soon as such a
move is feasible and while it is still negotiable.
No matter how logical the justification may be under international law for direct U. S. intervention to protect its private foreign
investments, modern-day nationalism in the developing countries
is increasingly less responsive to such niceties. All that is accomplished by the United States is to strengthen extremist forces
abroad and actually to weaken this country's influence. Surely the
extinction of IPC is a milestone in the fading history of that kind of
United States investment in Latin America.
1
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See Exhibit H for the text of the measure.
In Brazil, following the seizure of some utility and meatpacking facilities;
in Peru, after the petroleum properties of International Petroleum Company were nationalized; and in Bolivia, when the petroleum holdings of
a Gulf Oil subsidiary were taken over by the government. An amicable
solution was finally negotiated to compensate the owners of the seized
properties in Brazil. Confiscation of over $1 billion worth of U. S. investments in Cuba preceded passage of the Hickenlooper Amendment.
Article 17 of the 1933 Constitution, presently in force, stipulates: "In
every state contract with foreigners, or in the concessions which grant
them in the latters' favor, it must be expressly stated that they will
submit to the laws and tribunals of the Republic and renounce all
diplomatic claims." Quoted from Peaslee, Amos J., Constitutions of
Nations, 2nd ed., Vol. III (The Hague, Netherlands: Martinus Nijhoff,
1956).
By contrast, another constitutional provision was directly violated by
the Peruvian Government when it assessed !PC with the $796 million
"debt" representing all past profits. Article 25 declares: "No law has
retroactive force or effect."
Peru, Direcci6n General de lnforn1aciones, El Petr6leo en el Peru
(Lima, Feb. 1969), p. 27ff.
Article 1, Law of March 5, 1825, Secretariat General of the Constitutional Congress of Peru, Lima. See Exhibit B.
The administrators of the sale "abdicate, strip and separate from the
State which they represent all right, title and dominion held by or
appertaining to it to and over the said "Pitch" mine, and they cede,
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renounce and transfer the same to the purchaser . . ." Deed of Sept.
30, 1826. See Exhibit C.
Mining Ordinances of 1786, which were continued in force by the
Republican Government.
Benito Gutierrez Fernandez, Codes and Fundamental Studies about the
Spanish Civil Law (Madrid, 1871), Vol. 11, p . 32.
According to the lease documents, the mine included "all the tar and
pitch sources which have been discovered and which may be discovered in the future from the hills of Cucuz and Cerro Prieto, which extend from the town and river of Amotape [by the River Chira] to the
town of Tumbes [on the River Tumbes in the north], and in width from
the shores of the sea thirty leagues inland." Quoted from: The United
Kingdom, La Brea y Pariiias- Statement of His Britannic Majesty's
Government (Toronto : Rous & Mann, Limited, [1922]), p. 6.
The main Resolution merely called for the inscription of the "mining
claims" in Helguero's name; however, it also stipulated that this decree complemented a Resolution of October of the previous year, which,
in turn, declared that Helguero was the sole owner of the mine and
that he should be so incribed in the next General Registry of Mines.
See Exhibits D and E.
See Exhibit A. Actually, as pointed out above, the grant was carried
out under the authority of the 1825 law, which authorized the sale of
State-owned mines.
Under the 1786 mining ordinances, pertenencias were "regular" or "irregular," depending on what kind of mineral deposit was involved.
The Company says it paid ovei: $300 million in taxes during the period
1924 through 1968, excluding consumption taxes.
Domestic sales absorbed nearly all its products for a number of years.
International Petroleum Company, Limited, The IPC Case in Peru;
The Story of a Lack of Understanding, July 1969, p . 11.
See Exhibit G . The Velasco government also cites in El Petr6leo en el
Peru (op. dt., p . 39) three other reasons why the award was ipso facto
invalid:
1. It says the award was not ratified by the Peruvian Congress, even
though such ratification is required to give validity to an international
treaty. In point of fact, the award was not a treaty but the result of an
already ratified treaty. Peru agreed in advance, in Article 10 of the
1921 protocol, to treat the Award . . . as a full, perfect and final
settlement of the controversy." The protocol derived its authority from
the 1918 law that instructed the Executive Power to come to an agreement with the United Kingdom for submission of the controversy 'to
the final decision of an international arbitration." (See Exhibits F and G).
2. It says that the President of the Swiss Supreme Court, named as a
member of the Arbitration Tribunal, was no longer in the Swiss court
by the time the award was handed down. On the contrary, the writer
has obtained confirmation from the Swiss Federal Court that the President of the Court- the one appointed to be on the Arbitration Tribunaldid still hold his position on the Swiss Court at the time of the award.
3. It says that the original documents of the award are "legally nonexistent," a curious assertion in view of the fact that it was seen
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necessary in 1963 to legislate a revocation of that award and in view
of the fact that the Peruvian Ministry of Foreign Affairs officially published the award in 1922 and 1936. IPC declares that the government's
assertion cannot be sustained, since one set of originals is in London
and the other set should be in the Peruvian Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
where it was deposited.
El Petr6leo en el Peru, op. cit., p . 26.
This law exacted lower taxes than those paid by IPC, but the company
offered to retain its existing tax regime.
Peruvians cite scores of examples of gauche public relations slips by
IPC over the years to demonstrate the company's "arrogance" (See
Richard Goodwin, "Letter from Peru," The New Yorker, May 17, 1969).
Such blunders may well have occurred, though one wonders to what
extent many of the stories may have been exaggerated or fabricated by
a small group of influential, self-interested Peruvians.
It would be interesting to trace the complete background of the military's role in the IPC affair and of its truculent attitude toward the
United States. One may speculate that some rather abrasive intervention
in Peru by the U. S. Government in recent years was at least partly
responsible.
Prior to the October 1968 coup d'etat, the U . S. Embassy reportedly
was rather openly cultivating Victor Haya de Ia Torre and seeming to
promote his candidacy for President of Peru in elections then scheduled
for 1969. He was said to be the likely winner in the elections. For the
United States to act in this fashion was equivalent to waiving a red
flag before the military, a traditionally bitter foe of that politician.
The Army, long cordial to the United States, had also been deeply
offended by U. S. withdrawal of aid funds after a military coup d'etat
in 1962. The aid flow had been suspended by the John F. Kennedy administration in line with idealistic provisions of the Alliance for Progress
that favored democratic governments. The constitutional government had
been overthrown in the face of the prospect of the election of Haya de
Ia Torre to the presidency in that same year.
Further, Richard Gcxxiwin asserts ("Letter from Peru," The New
Yorker, May 17, 1969) that the United States held up the flow of aid
funds to Peru for a time, after Belaunde became President in 1963, as a
subtle ploy to encourage definitive settlement of the long-standing IPC
dispute. Goodwin makes no mention of the Kennedy Administration
action, which was even more pointedly irritating to the military. The
latter was likewise provoked by the suspension of U. S. aid in May 1968
after Peru purchased some Mirage jets and light tanks from France. The
United States opposes giving aid to developing countries that "squander"
their scarce resources on ultramodern military equipment.
Others feel that this fear is exaggerated. They point out that governments, even though they may feel compelled for political reasons to
issue formal protests for the record, will continue, for economic
reasons, previous policies of cooperation with the United States. This
theory overlooks the fact that governments frequently do not act in
their best economic interest but are impelled by internal political pressures into irrational behavior.

Some observers also fear another kind of "domino effect"-a wave of
seizures of United States property in other nations-if this country
emerges as a "paper tiger" in the Peruvian episode. They cite as evidence of a trend already begun the Bolivian Government's appropriation
of Gulf Oil's investments in that country in 1969 and pressures in Chile
that led to the negotiated nationalization of Anaconda Company's copper mines in the same year. There is no denying the potentially contagious influence of the Peruvian experience, but one may wonder whether the infliction of sanctions against Peru would not have a far more
volatile and detrimental effect on the interests of the United States and
of its private investments in Latin America.

The Chilean left-wing magazine
Punto
Final
ridicules
President
Eduardo Frei's "negotiated nation-

alization" (nacionalizaci6n pactada)
of

Anaconda

Company's

copper

holdings in that country in 1969.
Critics, who had demanded the
out ri ght confiscation of "what

rightfully
belongs to
called this purchase
away."

Chi le,"
"g ive-

In the view of Punto Final, it
may have been bothersome · to
Anaconda to have
its hold ings
nationalized, just as one might

fi nd it unpleasant to have the
bottom of one's foot tickled;
even so, the affa ir is not without
its
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Qratifying"

aspects
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compa ny and for the United
States, since the former is to be
compensated, according to the
magazine, with "f ive ti mes" the
declared value of its installations .
Uncle Sam, garbed in the accouterments of Anaconda and other
major
capita listic
"exp loiters,"
finds the whole business a very
titillating experience. The caption
trans lates: "Oh, that make me

laugh . . ."

EXHIBIT A
Excerpt from Ordin"ances of 1786
The fundamental provisions of the Ordinances of 1786 are found in Title
V, as follows:
Titulo V.
Del Dominic Radical de las Minas:
De su concesi6n {t los particulares:

Title V.
Of the fundamental ownership of
mines: of their concession to private
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Y del derecho que por esto deben
pagar.
Art. 1. Las minas son proprias de
mi Real Corona, asi por su naturaleza
y origen, como por su reunion dispuesta en la ley IV, titulo XIII,
libro VI, de Ia Nueva Recopilaci6n.
2. Sin separarlas de mi Real
Patrimonio, las concedo a mis Vasallos en propiedad y posesi6n, de tal
manera que puedan venderlas, permutarlas, arrendarlas, donarlas, dejarlas en testamento por herencia 6
manda, 6 de cualquiera otra manera
enagenar el derecho que en ellas les
pertenezca en los mismos terminos
que lo posean, y en personas que
puedan adquirirlo.
3. Esta concesi6n se entiende bajo
de dos condiciones: Ia primera, que
hayan de contribuir a mi Real Hacienda Ia parte de metales seiialada; y
Ia segunda, que han de labrar y
disfrutar las Minas cumpliendo lo
prevenido en estas Ordenanzas, de
tal suerte que se entiendan perdidas
siempre que se falte a! cumplimiento
de aquellas en que asi se preveniere,
y puedan concedersele a otro cualquiera que por este titulo las denunciare.

persons:. and of the duties which
they should pay therefor.
Art. 1. The mines are the property
of my Royal Crown, both by -their
nature and origin, and also by their
reunion therewith as set forth in
Law 4, Title XIII, Book VI of the
New Compilation.
2. Witl1out separating them from
my Royal Patrimony, I concede them
to my subjects in property and possession in such manner as that they
can sell, exchange, rent, or give them,
leave them by will in inheritance or
legacy or in any other way alienate
the right which they hold thereto,
upon the same terms upon which
they hold such right and to persons
capable of acquiring it.
3. This concession is understood
to be subject to two conditions: First,
that they shall contribute to my
Royal Treasury the designated proportion of the minerals; and, Second,
that they shall work and develop the
mines, observing the provisions of
these Ordinances, so that they are
always to be considered as forfeited
upon default in the observance of
these provisions, and that they can
be granted to any other person who
for this reason denounces them.

EXHIBIT B
Law of March 5, 1825,
Constituent Congress of Peru
AI senor Ministro de Estado en el
departamento de Hacienda.
Puesto en consideraci6n del Congreso el proyecto de decreta para la
amortizaci6n de Ia deuda publica
dirigido por U.S., ha resuelto:
1 o . Que toda clase de bienes,
haciendas, minas, casas, imposiciones
y cualesquiera otros movibles e ina-
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To the Minister of State in the
Department of Finance.
The project of a Decree for the
extinction of the Public Debt, transmitted by you, having been laid before Congress for its consideration,
it has resolved:
1. That every kind of goods,
estates, mines, houses, charges and

movibles que pertenezcan al Estado,
y de que pueda libremente disponer,
se apliquen a la extinci6n de la
deuda publica.
2 o . Que sean preferidos, en sus
respectivos pagos, los acreedores que
han contribuido con sus suplementos
a la adquisici6n y sosten de la independencia y libertad del pais.
3 o . Que los acreedores, que pretendieran ser satisfechos con bienes
del Estado, presenten los documentos
que acrediten sus acciones por el
Ministerio de Hacienda, indicando el
Iugar donde quieran se sustituya su
crcdito.
4 o . Que el Ministro de Estado en
el departamento de Hacienda, pase
los documentos, de que trata el
articulo anterior a la junta de liquidaci6n y clasificaci6n de deudas para
su examen, y legitimado el importe
del credito haga apreciar por personas de inteligencia y rectitud lo
que haya de servir para la recompensa.
5°. Que ajustados los valores, y
convenidas las partes se manden
cancelar las escrituras antiguas, y
otorgar las que nuevamente correspondan por los administradores del
tesoro publico, entretanto se establece la caja de amortizaci6n.
6 o. Que los prefectos, intendentes,
jueces de secuestros, administradores
de fondos publicos, y todos aquellos
a quienes competa, remitan a la
mayor brevedad, al ministerio de
hacienda noticia circunstanciada de
los bienes pertenecientes a la Republica, que hubiere en su distrito.
7° . Que el Ministro de Estado en
el departamento de Hacienda, quede
encargado de formar cuanto antes el
plan para el establ~cimiento de una
caja de amortizaci6n <t la que sc
apliquen todos los fondos que actualmente pertenecen {t la repttblica, y
los que en adelante se fueren proporcionando para extinci6n de los

all other movables and immovables
which belong to the State and of
which it can freely dispose, shall be
applied to the extinction of the
Public Debt.
2. That preference shall be given
in the respective payments to creditors who have contributed with their
supplies to the acquisition and maintenance of the independence and
liberty of the country.
3. That creditors who claim payment out of the property of the
State shall present the documents
which prove their claims to the
Ministry of Finance, indicating the
place where they wish to exchange
their order for payment.
4. That the Minister of State in
the Department of Finance shall
transmit the documents mentioned in
the previous article to the Committee
on Liquidation and Classification of
Debts for their examination, and
upon substantiation of the amount of
the credit he shall cause competent
and upright persons to appraise sufficient property for its payment.
5. That upon adjustment of the
values and agreement between the
parties the old documents shall be
ordered to be cancelled and those
appropriate to the new arrangement
to be delivered by the Administrators of the Public Treasury, pending
the establishment of the Amortization
Fund.
6. That the Prefects, Intendants,
Judges of Sequestrations, Administrators of public funds, and all whom
it concerns shall transmit with all
speed to the Minister of Finance a
detailed statement of all the property
of the Republic in their respective
districts.
7. That it shall be the duty of the
lVIinister of State in the D epartment
of Finance to prepare forthwith a
scheme for the establishment of an
Amortization Fund to which shall be
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creditos pasivos, 0 satisfaccion del
credito que fuere conforme.
De orden del mismo lo comunicamos a U.S., para que puesto en
conocimiento de S. E. el Libertador,
disponga su observancia. Dios guarde
a U.S ., Juan Bautista Navarrete,
diputado Secretario. Manuel Muello,
diputado Secretario.
Lima, marzo 9 de 1825.-Guardese
y cumplase esta orden del soberano
Congreso, y en su consecuencia expidanse las que corresponden al
Ministro de Hacienda .
Bolivar.
Hipolito Unanue.

applied all the funds now belonging
to the Republic and those which may
hereafter be appropriated to the extinction of liabilities or discharge of
the corresponding order for payment.
By order of the said Congress we
communicate the same to you, in
order that it may be laid before
His Excellency the Liberator, for his
instructions for its execution. God
keep you- Juan Bautista Navarrete,
Deputy Secretary-Manuel Muelle,
Deputy Secretary.
Lima, March 9th, 1825.- Let this
order of the Sovereign Congress be
observed and fulfilled and in consequence thereof let the appropriate
instructions be transmitted to the
Minister of Finance.
Bolivar.
Hipolito Unanue.

EXHIBIT C
Deed of Amotape Mine to Jose A. de Quintana
Dated Sept. 30, 1826
En consecuencia de lo cual los
referidos
Senores Administradores
como representantes del Estado,
otorgaron por el tenor de Ia presente
que dan en v e n t a a Don
Tomas Otiz de Zeballos para Don
Jose Antonio de Quintana, su poderdante, ausente de esta capital, para
sus herederos y sucesores presentes
y por venir, Ia nominada mina de
brea nombrada "Amotape," de Ia
pertenencia del Estado, en Ia
cantidad de cuatro mil novecientos
sesenta y cuatro pesos por creditos
reconocidos y liquidados a favor del
comprador Quintana; en cuya virtud,
en uso de Ia facultad que obtienen
los prenotados Senores Administrado-

In consequence whereof the said
Administrators as representatives of
the State covenanted by the tenor of
these present that they transfer by
way of sale to Don Tomas Ortiz de
Zeballos for Don Jose Antonio de
Quintana, his principal, absent from
this Capital, and for his heirs and
successors present and future, the
said pitch mine called "Amotape,"
belonging to the State, for the sum
of four thousand nine hundred and
seventy-four pesos for credits examined and settled in favor of the
purchaser Quintana; by virtue whereof, and in exercise of the powers
held by the aforesaid Administrators
they abdicate strip and separate from

res desisten, quitan y apartan al

the State which they represent all

Estado que representan, de Ia accion,
propiedad y senorio que a Ia referida

right, title and dominion held by or
appertaining to it to and over the
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mina de "Brea" tiene y le pertenece,
y le ceden, renuncian y traspasan en
el comprador o en quien su persona
represente, para que como habido
con este titulo que le otorgan en
forma, disponga de ella libremente
lo que le convenga, como asi Ia
aseguran en uso de las facultades con
las rentas del Tesoro ptlblico en
forma legal. Y estando presente :1
esta escritura de venta el mencionado
Don Tom:1s Ortiz de Zeballos personero del comprador ausente Don
Jose Antonio de Quintana, penetrado
de los pormenores de ella la acept6
en favor de su poderdante seg{m
como en ella se contiene, y recibi6
comprada Ia referida mina de brea
en Ia cantidad de cuatro mil novecientos sesenta y cuatro pesos por
cn\ditos liquidados y reconocidos que
su poderdante tenia contra los fondos
ptlblicos; con cuyo contrato se le ha
amortizado esta partida quedando Ia
anotaci6n respectiva en el expediente
de su materia. Y <l Ia firmeza y
cumplimiento de lo referido confirieron poder <l las J usticias y J ueces
del Estado que sabre este particular
puedan y deban conocer para que :1
lo que dicho se los ejecuten y
apremien por todo rigor de derecho
y via ejecutiva y con renunciacwn
de !eyes y derechos de su favor, para
que no les aprovechen en manera alguna. En cuyo testimonio asi lo
dijeron, otorgaron y firmaron juntamente con el apoderado del comprador, siendo testigos Don Jose
Orellana, Don Eustaquio Lartivmies y
Don Martin Oyaruc6n.-Jose RuizLorenzo Bazo-Tom<1s Ortiz de Zeballos-Ante mi-Juli:m de Cubillas.Escribano Pl1blico y del Tesoro.

said mine of "Pitch," and they cede,
renounce and transfer the same to the
purchaser, or to his representative,
in order that, furnished with this title
which they grant him in due form,
he may freely dispose of the said
mine as he sees fit, and this they
guarantee to him in exercise of their
powers upon the security of the
revenues of the public Treasury in
legal form. And the said Don Tom:1s
Ortiz de Zeballos representing the
absent purchaser Don Jose Antonio
de Quintana, being present at this
deed of sale and understanding the
details thereof, accepted it on behalf
of his principal, according to the
contents thereof, and received the
said pitch mine so purchased for the
sum of four thousand nine hundred
and seventy-four pesos in examined
and settled credits held by his principal against the public funds; by
which contract this item is discharged, the appropriate entry being
made in the record of the matter.
And for the maintenance and fulfilment of the foregoiug they gave
power to the Courts and Judges of
the State that they might and should
take cognizance of this matter in
order to force and compel them
th ereto with all the rigor of the law
and by way of execution, renouncing
all laws and rights in their favour so
that they may not take advantage of
them in any manner. In witness
whereof thus they declared, agreed
and signed together with the agent
of the buyer, the witnesses being
Don Jose Orellana, Don Eustaquio
Lartivmies and Don Martin Oyaruc6n
- Jose Ruiz- Lorenzo Bazo- Tom{\s
Ortiz de Zeballos. Before me- Juli{m
de Cubillas, Notary Public and
Treasury Notary.

NOTE- The bold face in the document quoted on this page does not appear
in the original.
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EXHIBIT D
Excerpts from Report of Peruvian Acting Attorney-General
Regarding Petition by Genaro Helguero
For Judicial Recognition of
H is Own Ownership of La Brea Subsoil
1887
. . . el gobierno no puede ni debe
reconocer en Ia Rep{,blica derechos
sabre minas, distintas de los que
est{m declarados por Ley.
. . . lo que puede declarar en Ia
solicitud del Senor Helguero es; que
se le reconozca como dueiio de Ia
mina "L a Brea" con Ia extension
fijada en sus titulos; que se le inscriba como tal y con todos los
derechos que las Ordenanzas y !eyes
del Peru dan a los poseedores de
minas.

. . . the Government cannot and
should not recognize in the Republic
rights over mines, other that those
stipulated by law.
. . . what can be declared upon Sr.
Helguero's petition is : that he be
recognized as owner of the "La
Brea" mine with the area stated in
his titles; and that he be inscribed
as such with all the rights which
the Ordinances and Laws of Peru
give to the possessors of mines.

On October 29, 1887, the Government issued a resolution following the report of the acting Attorney-General, declaring that Helguero was the sole
owner of the "La Brea" mine within the limits indicated in the titles relating thereto.

EXHIBIT E
Peruvian Government Resolution
Jan. 26, 1888
Regarding Ownership of
La Brea Property
Vistas los documentos originales remitidos por el Juez de primera
Instancia de Paita encargado de Ia
Diputacion de ese Asiento, en que
consta el cumplimiento que ha dado
a Ia suprema resolucion de veintidos
de Diciembre proximo pasado , hacienda reconocer y medir por Ingeniero
perito juramentado, Ia extension del
fundo "La Brea" o "Amotape," y Ia
de las pertenencias mineras conprendidas en el, en observancia del
articulo diez del Titulo octavo de las
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Having seen the original documents transmitted by the Judge of
the Primary Court of Claims of
Paita, in charge of the Commission
of that District, wherein is recorded
his fulfilm ent of the Supreme Resolution of the 22nd of December last,
ordering t h e examination a n d
measurement under oath by a skilled
Engineer of the area of the property
called "La Brea" or "Amotape," and
of the mining claims comprised therein, in accordance with Article 10 of

Ordenanzas y la suprema resolucion
de diez y seis de Noviembre del afio
proximo pasado, y atendiendo: a que
han sido debidamente cumplidas las
prescripciones de la ley, requeridas
para la aprobacion de los criaderos
o vertientes de forma irregular de
brea y petroleo, comprendidas en la
propriedad de "La Brea" o "Amotape" de Don Genaro Helguero; de
acuerdo con lo informado por la SecCIOn del Ramo; apruebanse las
medidas practicadas y fijacion de las
diez pertenencias mineras que ha
determinado el Juez de Paita, con
la extension que corresponde a cada
una segun el croquis topografico a
escala que se accompafia; y en su
consecuencia; inscribanse definitivamente en el proximo padron las
referidas diez pertenencias de minerales de petroleo ubicados en el
fundo "La Brea," a nombre del preindicado Helguero, quedando los documentos remitidos agregados a los
titulos aprobados por resolucion de
veintinueve de Octubre del afio
ultimo, como complemento de ellos;
debiendo el concesionario abonar
como contribucion que le respecta, la
de las siete pertenencias de exceso
que se le reconocen sobre las tres
determinadas provisionalmente en la
referida resolucion de veintinueve de
Octubre del afio proximo pasado,
desde el semestre a que ella se
refiere.
Communiquese y registrese. Rubrica de Su Excelencia. Aspillaga.

Title VIII of the Ordinances and the
Supreme Resolution of the 16th of
November of last year; and taking
into consideration that the provisions
of the law applicable to the determination of the irregular deposits or
seepages of pitch and petroleum contained in the property "La Brea" or
"Amotape," belonging to Don Genaro
Helguero, have been duly complied
with; in accordance with the report
of the Section of the Department,
let the measurements made and the
delimitation of the ten mining claims
fixed by the Judge of Paita, each
with the area shown on the topographical plan to scale attached, be
approved; and in consequence thereof: let the said ten petroleum mining
claims situated in the "La Brea"
property be definitely inscribed in
the next register in the name of the
aforesaid Helguero; the documents
transmitted remaining attached to the
titles approved by Resolution of the
29th of October of last year, so as to
complement them; the concessionholder to pay, as the tax applicable
to him, the tax upon the seven additional claims adjudicated to him over
and above those provisionally fixed
in the aforesaid Resolution of the
29th of October of last year, as from
the half-year referred to therein.
Let this be communicated and recorded. Rubrica of His Excellency.
Aspillaga.

EXHIBIT F
LAW .3016 - Submitting to an International
Arbitration the Controversy pending between
the State and the Mining Enterprise "BREA
Y PARINAS."
Single Article. - The Executive Power is authorized to come to an agree-
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ment with the Government of His Britannic ~Iajesty for submission of the
controversy pending between the State and the mining enterprise "Brea y
Pariiias" to the final decision of an international arbitration.
To be communicated to the Executive Power, to take such action as may
be necessary for its fulfilment.
Given in the Sala de Sesiones of Congress, in Lima, on the twenty-fourth
day of the month of December, 1918.

EXHIBIT G
Excerpt of Protocol
Between
The Peruvian and British Governments
Aug. 27, 1921
Articulo 10.
Las Altas Partes Contratantes convienen en considerar el laudo expedido en virtud de este convenio,
como soluci6n completa, perfecta y
definitiva de Ia controversia a que
este convenio se refiere.
En el caso de que el Tribunal,
antes de dictar su laudo, sugiera
condiciones de arreglo que ambos
Gobiernos acepten como satisfactorias, o que los mismos Gobiernos
se pongan de acuerdo sabre los
terminos del arreglo, el Tribunal incorporari ese arreglo en un laudo,
que se consideran1 como el laudo del
Tribunal.
Cualquiera diferencia entre los dos
Gobiemos sobre la interpretacion o
ejecuci6n del laudo, seni sometida al
Tribunal.

Article 10.
The High Contracting parties agree
to treat the award rendered under
this Agreement as a full, perfect
and final settlement of the controversy to which this Agreement relates.
In case the Tribunal should, before
rendering its award, suggest terms of
settlement which the two Governments may accept as satisfactory, or
in case the two Governments should
themselves agree upon terms of
settlement, the Tribunal shall, in
either case, incorporate such settlement in an award which shall be
treated as the award of the Tribunal.
Any dispute arising between the
two Governments as to the interpretation or execution of the award
shall be submitted to the Tribunal.

EXHIBIT H
"Hickenlooper Amendment"
to
United States Foreign Assistance Act
2370. Prohibitions against furnishing assistance.
(e) Nationalization, expropriation or
seizure of property of United
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States citizens, or taxation or
other exaction having same effect;

failure to compensate or to provide relief from taxes, exactions,
or conditions; report on full value
of property by Foreign Claims
Settlement Commission; act of
state doctrine.
(1) The President shall suspend
assistance to the government of any
country to which assistance is provided under this chapter or any other
Act when the government of such
country or any government agency or
subdivision within such country on or
after January 1, 1962(A) has nationalized or expropriated or seized ownership or control
of property owned by any United
States citizen or by any corporation,
partnership, or association not less
than 50 per centum beneficially
owned by United States citizens, or
(B) has taken steps to repudiate or
nullify existing contracts or agreements with any United States citizens
or any corporation, partnership, or
association not less than 50 percentum beneficially owned by United
States citizens, or
(C) has imposed or enforced discriminatory taxes or other exactions,
or restrictive maintenance or operational conditions, or has taken other
actions, which have the effect of nationalizing, expropriating, or otherwise seizing ownership or control of
property so owned,
and such country, government agency,
or government subdivision fails within a reasonable time (not more than
six months after such action, or, in
the event of a referral to the Foreign
Claims Settlement Commission of the
United States within such period as
provided herein, not more than
twenty days after the report of the
Commission is received) to take appropriate steps, which may include
arbitration, to discharge its obligations under international law toward

such citizen or entity, including
speedy compensation for such property in convertible foreign exchange,
equivalent to the full value thereof,
as required by international law, or
fails to take steps designed to provide relief from such taxes, exactions,
or conditions, as the case may be;
and such suspension shall continue
until the President is satisfied that
appropriate steps are being taken,
and no other provision of this chapter
shall be construed to authorize the
President to waive the provisions of
this subsection.
Upon request of the President
(within seventy days after such action
referred to in subparagraphs (A), (B),
or (C) of this paragraph, the Foreign
Claims Settlement Commission of the
United States (established pursuant
to Reorganization Plan No. 1 of
1954, 68 Stat. 1279) is hereby authorized to evaluate expropriated property, determining the full value of
any property nationalized, expropriated, or seized, or subjected to discriminatory or other actions as aforesaid, for purposes of this subsection
and to render an advisory report to
the President within ninety days
after such request. Unless authorized
by the President, the Commission
shall not publish its advisory report
except to the citizen or entity owning
such property. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated such
amount, to remain available until expended, as may be necessary from
time to time to enable the Commission to carry out expeditiously its
functions under this subsection.
(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no court in the United
States shall decline on the ground
of the federal act of state doctrine to
make a determination on the merits
giving effect to the principles of international law in a case in which a
claim of title or other right is as-
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serted by any party including a
foreign state (or a party claiming
through such state) based upon (or
traced through) a confiscation or
other taking after January 1, 1959,
by an act of that state in violation of
the principles of international law, including the principles of compensation and the other standards set out
in this subsection: Provided, That
this subparagraph shall not be applicable (1) in any case in which an
act of a foreign· state is not contrary
to international law or with respect
to a claim of title or other right

acquired pursuant to an irrevocable
letter of credit of not more than 180
days duration issued in good faith
prior to the time of the confiscation
or other taking, or (2) in any case
with respect to which the President
determines that application of the act
of state doctrine is required in that
particular case by the foreign policy
interests of the United States and a
suggestion to this effect is filed on
his behalf in that case with the
court, or (3) in any case in which
the proceedings are commenced after
January 1, 1966.
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Caribbean Regional Cooperation:
A Pattern For Progress?
YERETH KNOWLES

The vestiges of island wealth of the late 17th and 18th centuries
are barely discernible in the Caribbean today. Riches, born of sugar
cane, were sought after and fought over by the great European
Powers for over two centuries. Since the second half of the 19th
century, however, imperialism in the Caribbean has been of small
benefit to anyone. The growth of beet sugar as a competitor to cane
sugar developed during the Napoleonic Wars, preceded abolition
of slavery, and the economic decline of the West Indies, making
the islands an unwanted burden, a responsibility, a bundle of
problems, and a source of bad conscience.
Regional cooperation, confederations, federations have haphazardly been tried for three centuries. To date, the experiments have
been more fitful than fruitful, and the Caribbean is no less fragmented than it has ever been. In Hans Morganthau's pat description:
Twenty years after the end of the second World War, the world finds itself
in the grip of a gigantic paradox: we are witnessing the revival of the old,
and the emergence of nationalism in an age whose technologies of transportation, communications, and warfare have rendered nationalism in all its
fonns obsolete as a pinciple of political organization . . . "micronationalism"
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. . . , any of these new nations are lacking in one or the other of most of
the attributes of nationhood. Most of them could not survive without
continuous outside support.l

Since the failure of the Federation of the West Indies and the
demise of the Caribbean Organization, four new independent states
have emerged in the Caribbean, and they fit snugly into the
Morganthau terminology. The declaration of independence of these
countries marked a zenith of insularism, separatism, although the
adherents of economic cooperation still meet in conferences, still
propose, and still seek some sort of joint meaningful venture for
the future. It is apparent to many, particularly the theoreticians,
that these small island mini-states cannot go-it-alone, that the idea
of regional cooperation and interchange of ideas which are now
matters of history in the Caribbean Organization, Caribbean Commission, and vVest Indies Federation, are ideas which are intrinsically sound.
In the summer of 1969, after long planning and negotiation, an
agreement was made regarding the establishment on the Caribbean
Development Bank. After foot-dragging of the largest of the involved islands, Jamaica, a compromise was effected, that is, to
place the bank in Barbados. A year before, the Caribbean Free
Trade Association ( CARIFTA) agreement, was signed. After a
long history of frustration, there are few persons who have flamboyant or exaggerated hopes for these new instiutions. There are
some who are already disappointed over the compromises which
had to be made, and there are others who ardently favored a supranational body to rationalize the economy of the Caribbean.
In referring to the "Caribbean", what are we including in this
discussion? Traditionally, the Caribbean Proper includes the independent islands of Cuba, Haiti, the Dominican Republic, and
now Trinidad, Jamaica, Guayana and Barbados; the Leeward and
Windward islands; Netherlands and French Antilles; Puerto Rico
and the Virgin Islands. Long run planning conferences, discussions
often have included Cuba, Haiti and the Dominican Republic, but
because of .the political systems and problems within those countries, cooperation is difficult at this time.
There are few places in the Western World which present such a
complicated picture. Of seven independent countries, one is part of
the Communist bloc (Cuba), one is a vodun dictatorship (Haiti),
the other is seeking stability and independence after internal problems and outside intervention (Dominican Republic), s·e ven are
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"free associated states" of Great Britain ( Leewards and Windwards), others are part of the Tri-partite Kingdom of the Netherlands: Guadeloupe and Martinique are departments of France,
while Puerto Rico is a Free Associated "Commonwealth" with the
United States.
In other terms, the Caribbean is the only region in the western
hemisphere where three European Powers and the United States
have possessions, where there are independent countries and semi
colonial countries which live side by side. Languages are plentiful,
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drawn together by a thread of "patois" and "papimiento." These
islands constitute an area with over six and a half million persons
of almost every racial mixture. Eighty two per cent of the people
are citizens of independent states, ten per cent of the United
States, two per cent of France, and four per cent are citizens of
Britian, with a remaining two percent of the Netherlands.~
Most of the areas suffer from hurricanes and occasional earthquakes; they are tropical with temperatures ranging between 60
and 90 degrees F. Until the cooperative effort of the Caribbean
Commission, the World Health Organization and several private
organizations, disease from parasites was common. With the use
of insectisides and antibiotics, malaria, hookworm, leprosy, yaws,
and other parasitic diseases caused death and debilitation. With the
death rate reduced, the problem of "suicidal growth of population"
took its place as the most crucial problem.3
The population problem has multiplied its pressure within the
small island areas. In 1965, for example, Trinidad had four times
the population that it had had in 1871, an increase of ten per cent
per decade. 4 According to Dr. Arthur Lewis these islands were
over populated more than 60 years ago. By 1950 the situation had
already become acute. The only alleviation from the pressure was
the movement of persons to the United Kingdom, the USA, or
other mainland areas; since 1962 these outlets have been drastically reduced.
The ethnic background of the islands is predominantly African;
less so in Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic, and Cuba. In the
Guianas and in Trinidad the East Indian birth rate is over-taking
the West Indian (African). Besides these groups, there are persons
of Portuguese, Spanish, French, English, Chinese, Javanese, Danish, Jewish, and Syrian extraction. If the mixture cannot be termed
assimilative it can at least be called a pot pourri; a creator of many
persons of unusual physical attractiveness.
In all the Caribbean countries there has been a history of persons living for a century in conditions of poverty, disease, and acute
distress. Only the gentleness of the climate, the warmth of the
tropical sun, moderated by trade winds, with the ease of growing
bananas, yucca, oranges, and yams, has tempered the difficulties.
Having been pawns to the European power struggle, the islands
were weaned and nurtured on different ideologies, political systems,
and political cultural patterns. Haiti, for example, may be fundamentally African in some ways, but it is also indelibly French in
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its legal code, language, and cooking among other things. Curacao
by contrast, also African, is a patch of Amsterdam in the Caribbean
with some Spanish customs mixed between. Although the many
differences add flavor to the islands, the similarities create a basis
for potential cooperation.
A major likeness between the islands is exhibited in the type of
suffering, and the attitude of endurance, born of slavery. All the
islands have monocrop economies, easily effected by a change in
the world market, and all have a cause to upgrade the level and
aspirations. In the words of Rupert Emerson:
The fatal flaw (of colonialism) is that, with the rarest exceptions dependent
peoples are not content to receive their freedom merely as individuals but
are insistent upon liberation of their nations as collective bodies.5

-..:.

-

The islands are widely scattered, often isolated, and creating an
insularity of mind, "a spirit of separatism", born of centuries of poor
communications, and an absence of a sense of community. 6
The trade pattern does not offer a means of communication.
Traditionally, trade has been between the mother country to the
island directly, with almost no linkages between the islands themselves. For one island to trade or communicate with another, it
had to direct itself to the country's capitol, and then back again to
the Caribbean, to the other country's capitol. Prior to the Caribbean Commission, it was not possible to send a communication
from Trinidad to, say, Puerto Rico, without going through the
metropolitan country first. It was not only a cumbersome route, but
a very discouraging one.
Small countries tend to produce at high cost.7 Left to their own
devices, without the protection from the powerful countries the
islands are in poor competitive position. Every country is prepetually vulnerable to the fluctuations of the world market, to the
policies of the larger nation-states. Also trade policies (and immigration policies) of the United Kingdom, the United States,
Canada, and F·r ance have acute results on the island economies.
The problems evolving from the size of the country, from monocultures, from population density, and poor communications tend
to be cumulative, and frequently painfuJ.S
"In no other sector of the world are the disadvantages of a
relatively simple agricultural system in relation to world economy

more dramatically revealed."9 Part of this unhappy picture is the
debilitating after effects of slavery and its impediment upon polit-
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ical consciousness, health conditions, and hunger, which contribute
to an atmosphere of lethargic indulgent acceptance.10
In 1935 a series of riots were triggered off by the excesses of
misery caused from the world wide depression. The first riot was
in Puerto Rico, led by Pedro Albizu Campo. Others, spontaneous
and disorganized, followed throughout the islands, so that by 1937
and disorganized, followed throughout the islands, so that by 1937,
practically every island had suffered some degree of violent social
protest. About 47 persons were killed and 115 wounded in the
British islands_ll It is to be emphasized that these were unplanned
spontaneous riots, not political expression favoring either independence or autonomy. By 1938, the response was in the sending of
teams to investigate the conditions causing the riots. The Chavez
Committee went to Puerto Rico, and earlier the West India Royal
Commission, chaired by Lord Moyne, thoroughly investigated social
and living conditions in the British islands.
Typical of the findings, the Moyne report described West Indian
conditions as follows :
"The plight of unemployed aggravated by the seasonal character of employment is serious to the point of desperation." 12 The
housing, health, nutrition, and education conditions were described
as "desperate", wage rates "distressingly low", housing conditions
"deplorable", illegitimacy "was seldom less than 60 per cent, usually closer to 70 per cent of all births." The reports from the American, Dutch, and French areas, were in a similar vein.
From the ashes of the riots, a new leadership emerged, a leadership conscious of trade union power, and the urgency of welfare
solutions. The leadership was personalistic, middle class, and some
times demogogiac. Although the investigations stated the problems
clearly, and the trade unions gained power, the solutions were
slow and interrupted with concentration on war time matters.
At the beginning of ·world War II there were some six hundred million
people in the world living w ithout self government. Six million living without self government in the Caribbean did not loom large in the global
picture, even when they lived in America's backyard. They received scant
attention from any international body, partly because their riots were not
nearly so impressive or picturesque as Oriental riots, nor did they threaten
to break away from control completely as India, Java, and Indo-China,l3

An overt enemy that gives impetus to cooperation, is easier to
fight than the subtlety of hunger and poverty. The threat of submarine warfare in the Caribbean brought the United States and
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Britian together in a concerted effort. Although the Moyne Report
was not published until 1945 (for fear of the propaganda use the
Germans might make of it) it was read assidiously in Washington
and London, and was the stimulus to a change from a "sacred
trust" type of colonialism to a "partnership" concept.
The Anglo American Agreement provided for Lend Lease, military bases in the Caribbean in 1940. American military bases were
to be established in St. Lucia, British Guiana, Jamaica, and Trinidad, providing a system of defense for the Caribbean. The side
effect of the arrangement was enormous and it shows a farsightedness in wartime, that some preparation was made for the social
economic effects on the islands. On islands with populations less
than 600,000 and some less than 80,000 it is apparent that the importation of construction crews, military personnel with money
jingling in their pockets would alter the way of life, "skewer"
living standards, awaken sleepy islands, lands of jungle poverty,
with, something of a jolt. New jobs, new techniques, new working
conditions, new incentives created a bubbling fictitious prosperity
and a host of new social problems.
President Roosevelt appointed Charles Taussig to investigate
the conditions in the Caribbean. In his report Taussig14 praised
the Moyne Report, and advised cooperation with Great Britain on
the basis of the suggestions which had been made in that report.
On March 9, 1942, the Caribbean Commission was established,
which provided something beyond a wartime expedient, not a plan
as such, but groundwork for development in the islands. This Commission was advisory in capacity and had no power to formulate
anything other than recommendations. The aims were vague, and
the terms of reference were "social and economic". The Agreement emphasized the non-political character of its involvement.
"The United States has no desire to seek sovereignty over the
islands on which the bases are located," President Roosevelt said 15
in announcing the formation of the Agreement. As a pragmatic
New-Dealish type organization it was applauded for its initial
success.
The most impressive work of the Caribbean Commission was
carried out during its first years. Most dramatic of the accomplishments was the creation of an emergency shipping route, designed
to transport food to the areas which had been cut off by war"' . A
schooner pool was set up to carry trade from one island to another, with a common fund to cover losses to those who volunteered
their sailing ships for service. It was an emergency land-water route
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jamaican North Coast
from Florida (by rail) linked with Cuba, by ship, then to Haiti,
Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, and on the Leeward and \Vindward islands. Thus the several dramatic short run projects had the
important effect of drawing the islanders together in mutual self
help and new communication.
Some of the long range projects were also successful on a regional basis, as for example, the establishment of a Health Center
to control the spread of venereal disease. By 1942, with the influx
of U.S. armed forces, the syphilis problem had become acute. In
cooperation with the Military Forces, the United States Health department and the Commission, the disease rate was lower by 1945
than it was at that time in the United States. Medical supplies
were sent from the United States. Personnel was trained by North
Americans, with the idea that local technicians and doctors would
eventually take over. The work of this medical center was so successful that specialists were sent from other areas of the world to
study it.
So successful in the initial stages were some of these projects
that the United States State Department outlined programs for
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other regional commiSsiOns, including that of the Pacific Islands
Regional Commission. 16 In this paper there is not space for more
detailed discussion of the full productive work of the Commission.H
It is suffice to say that the Commission was effective in its wartime
purpose, of de-isolating the islands, in bringing the leaders together
into communicative awareness.
In December, 1945, the two participating powers invited France
and the Netherlands to join in the Caribbean Commission. The
Commission was expanded the following year, although in its four
power structure it continued as a "consultative and advisory" body
without powers beyond recommending to governments. Included
in the auxiliary branches was a Research Council (headed by Dr.
Eric Williams"') and the West India Conferences, which became
important "forums" of ·debate.
Inter island discussions, exchange of ideas, sharing of statistical
knowledge led to "spill over" effects of politicalization and communication. New patterns began to emerge on .t he local levels.
"Social and economic measures undertaken in the Caribbean have
tended to alter the distribution of power within the colonies and
between them and the outside world", Annette Baker Fox wrote
perceptively at that time.18 The programs of the Caribbean Commission inevitably tended to benefit particular groups. Decision
making and tasks were allotted according to the limited availability
of "know-how", of manpower skills, some that were hardly more
than rudimentary in evidence. Therefore, sometimes there was assignment based upon "self-repect" or "income" level or class in
lieu of genuine leadership ability, and at the base level they were
the "political ciphers."19
The Moyne report had described the islands as alive with newly
discovered political and social interest. There is no accurate measure, but there are indications that the investigators themselves,
with various questions, increased the concern. The effect of the
activities from all directions was that the old elite was slowly
phasing out, to the pressures of the leadership that was more
aware of the demands of a newly awakening populace. To the more
astute leadership, it became more and more apparent that decisions
made by the metropolitan powers were less and less savory
to the masses.
After the first enthusiasm of new communications was felt within the West India Conferences, a sense of frustration grew, a

consciousness that "talking" was not enough. By 1956 it was a
stalemate situation. The concensus was that the structure of the
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Commission was outmoded, that a new development was in order.
The Commission had been advisory, and as such had provided a
forum, the spadework for further action. It had been called the
"most promising international arrangement" in 1941,~ 0 but it was no
longer enough for conditions in 1956.
A new agreement was reached June 21, 1960. Because Dr. Eric
Williams was disheartened with the outcome"' of the conferences
and the general progress, the hospitality of Trinidad was withdrawn, and the offices were transported to San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Clovis Beai1regard, who had been Secretary General of the Commission continued in that position. The new Caribbean Organization,_ though it had new offices, new constiutional structure, was
in essence still saddled with many of its old shortcomings. Its most
positive feature was that the new organization had been created on
the initiative of the non-self governing territories,""" not on the
initiative of the colonial powers. In a sense this was a revolutionary
step forward, but it did not untie the organizations from the
fetters of inaction.
Except for France, the major powers removed themselves as
primary powers, to the position of "observers." France however remained ari active participant.n The new Organization was described by Bowett as a new "conception in international organization with less than fully self governing territories having active
membership to prepare for greater responsibility" .. . and a model
for other organizations.
Although the power structure was altered, it was not altered
sufficiently to make a meaningful change. Conferences were held
on important topics. Statistics were collected and filed . The library
was expanded. A scholarship fund was established and assisted by
United States AID to finance students studies in Universities in the
islands and in the United States. All of these were continuous
contributions.
But the alteration in power structure had not been completed.
Three rriajor powers had stepped aside, had become "observers,"
while the fourth because of its own intregate ties with the French
Government, had maintained a voting membership position. France,
in retaining decision-making power, cast a shadow over local initiative and local decision-making powers. The local governments
argued that unless and until a compromise could be effected on
this matter, there was no moving forward. France, on the other
hand, argued that the Commission and Organization had contributed a great deal as a forum, a place for debate, providing com-
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munications, and this in itself was adequate. The new West Indian
leadership did not agree.
Functional integration-or to give it its proper name, government by round
robin- can no longer satisfy our needs . . . . (Trinidad Politician Gomes
said in 1950) . . . political federation alone can provide for authority and
the capacity for making decisions without which no pre-federal body is of
any value whatever.22

Even while the Organization was being planned, parallel plans
for West Indian Federation were under way. The Colonial Office
interest in Federation of the West Indies dates far back. Early attempts at Federations had repeatedly failed, and led to the conclusion that a West Indian Federation had to be desired by the
islanders themselves before it would succeed. Increasing local interest was indicated, but mass interest, or even large scale pluralistic interest within the West Indian nations was always lacking.
Although conferences had been held, with spokemen from the
West Indies showing leadership in Montego Bay in 1948 . . .
making preparations for Federation, the impetus and enthusiasm
had been from outside. Britain had many problems of her own
following the end of the World War II. Britain was searching for
a solution, an honorable way to unburden herself from the islandspoor-houses. The expectation of the Colonial Office was that a Federation of the West Indies could form a viable nation-state.23 There
has been a great deal of analysis as to the reasons for failure of the
Federation. Here we will only summarize by saying that a weak
central government, a small annual budget, without power to raise
revenue, without a mechanism to produce a national stamp, to
coin money or even to come to agreement as to free movement of
persons between the islands, did not give a picture of clear sailing
for a new federal nation state. The West Indies Federation was
created in 1958 and was dissolved in 1962, after Jamaica, the
larger of the partners, decided to withdraw.
The end of the Federation came even before the end of the
Caribbean Organization. West Indian scholar Philip Sherlock describes its demise as a "triumph of sentiments of insularity over
nationalism." 24 Some of the causes of the failure of Federation were
repetitious of the causes of the failure of the other .regional cooperative organizations:
1. The tradition of separatism long ingrained the generalized colonial
fragmentation.
2. An abse·n ce of a strong sense of nationhood.
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3. Over reliance on the metropolitan government.
4. The imbalance of responsibilities; that is, that Jamaica and Trinidad
tended to bear too much of the population and financial burden.

Federation of the West Indies was begun on a false note. Although there was considerable local enthusiasm for Federation, the
basic impetus was from the British Colonial office. The insular
sentiment in the 'Vest Indies was greater than the cohesive factors .
Although the islands were not nation states, the leaders were reluctant or afraid to give up what was a hint of what might become
national sovereignty. They were justifiably frightened, in the larger
islands, to assume the financial and population burdens of the
smaller islands. No central authority was formed . In fact the Federation could more aptly be described as a loosely knit Confederation with all the weakness of the Confederation of the American
States (or for that matter, the earlier confederation of the Greek
City States) . Without central authority and without central adequate financing, it was doomed to failure .
The Caribbean Organization petered away. The Federation was
a poorly constructed "ship of state" smashed upon the rocks. The
experiences were not devoid of consequences. The first result was
that Jamaica and Trinidad sought immediate independence, an alternative to regional cooperation. Guyana and Barbados followed
the way to independence in 1966. The failure of Federation had a
decisive effect on the "Political Actors". Some, as prime ministers
Norman Manley of Jamaica, and Grantly Adams of Barbados, in
placing their faith in regional cooperation, lost political power at
home. Others, as Prime Minister Eric Williams, withdrew decisively enough to retriev-e potential losses.
"Many of the general characteristics of politics of less developed
countries are difficult to reconcile with quiet functionalism"" 5 of
the Caribbean Commission and Organization; the leadership tends
to be "personalistic," the differences between the literate and the
illiterate, the educated and the uneducated, the lack of effective
pluralism, and the low adaptability of government are borne out in
the Caribbean situation.
Since the break up of the Federation there have been frequent
talks, conferences, plans and hopes of finding some common
ground, of creating some minimal form of cooperation in the Caribbean. The common need index of cooperation has been economic.
Progress has been slow and unspectacular. The scars and
political wounds from the failure of the Federation and the Carib64

bean are deep and painfully slow in healing. The political actors
are cautious as a result of their experience. The major concern of
the new nations has been for economic development of their own
new states. Regional development is secondary to the demands for
internal agricultural and industrial growth. The expectations of the
populace of Jamaica and Trinidad (at least), is measured by North
American material standards of living. 2 G The political leaders are
forced to press and compete for outside capital, for financial assistance, for technical consultation and special favors (preferences
where they can get them). The futility of the competition for
capital and development, in lieu of cooperation, is beginning to be
felt, and cooperative economic planning is now more attractive
than it has been. Possibly, the undramatic, unheralded, cautious
sometimes even contentious beginning of CARIFTA27 and the
Caribbean Development Bank28 will provide a beginning of a new
cooperation era in the Caribbean.
Although opinions vary, and the future looks less than easy, the
leadership in the West Indian Islands is aware, that policies of
the great powers are still desparingly crucial to the welfare of the
entire Caribbean. The Caribbean countries would like to have a
"do-it-yourself" policy, but a progressive regional welfare concept
of Great Britain and Canada, they know, is to their ultimate advantage. As yet, there is no clearly defined policy of the United
States toward the region as a whole; since the Caribbean countries
are in America's backyard, such a policy is of utmost importance
for these struggling people and for United States of America.
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Plants of the Goosefoot Family
(Chenopodiacease) Cultivated by
Certain American Indian Peoples
DR. CARL WIDMER,

Elbert Covell College

It is not generally appreciated that about half of the plants useful to man are native to the Americas.l The potato, corn, cacao,
and squash are a few of the better known. The aboriginal American
peoples were especially knowledgeable in the area of plant usage.
They apparently practiced some form of empirical genetic selection, since many varieties of corn and potatoes were cultivated at
the time of the European conquest.
Other species have remained in relative obscurity. Among these
are certain species of the goosefoot family to which spinach and
the common weed lambs quarter, belong. Specifically I refer to
quinua (Chenopodium quinoa Willdenow), cafiihua ( Chenopodium pallidicaule Aellen), both native to the South American
Andean region, and to huautli (Chenopodium nuttalliae ), native to
Mexico.
Quinua and cafiihua are currently used as grain in the high
Andean region of South America throughout all of the territories
which formerly composed Tahuantinsuyu, the empire of the Incas.
In fact, the development of the cultivated varieties and their dissemination throughout the lands under their control is credited to
the Incas themselves. These plants probably originated in the
Bolivian altiplano and are for the most part adapted to a cool
climate. 2 However, according to information provided me by an
Ecuadorian authority, some varieties of quinua used formerly were
adapted to a warm climate at or near sea level.3 The cultivation
of these are said to have been abandoned. I think that there exists
a possibility that the mentioned varieties referred to might be confused with species of the closely related family Amaranthaceae, also
used for food. 4
Huautli is used as a vegetable in Mexico, 5 however I get the
impression from Hunziker 6 that the grain was used in ancient
times. He states that during the rule of the first Viceroy of Mexico,
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huautli was in fourth place among the food resources of the Aztecs.
Its origin is probably Anahuac, the central valley of Mexico. 7
Nelson 8 has concluded from studies on plants grown in the
greenhouse and on herbarium material, using morphological
analysis, experimental hybridization, and cytological examination,
that C. quinua and C. nuttalliae are indeed two separate but
closely related species. Both have a chromosome number of 18,
and hybrids were obtained by crossing, but discontinuities were
found to exist. Nelson states that both species probably entered
into domestication as "rubbish heap" plants since men originally
gathered them from the wild as food plants.
Cafiihua is generally considered as separate from quinua and is
adapted to colder regions. There has been less research done on
cafiihua and less is known about it. Its cultivation and use is, however, very similar to that of quinua.
The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United
Nations 9 has reported that about one-sixth of the total cultivated
area of the Andean altiplano is planted to quinua. They report
yields of 350 kilos per hectare. Some experiments using fertilizers
and especially selected seed have produced 4400 kilos per hectare. 10
About 40,000 tons of quinua and 10,000 tons of cafiihua are produced in Peru annually. These plants are rather resistant to frost,
resistant to drought, and quite tolerant of soil salinity. All of these
are important qualities when considering that one may expect
frost during any month of the year at the altitudes and latitudes
found in the Andes. Droughts are common and the soils often
contain "alkali".
The grain of the chenopodium plants is found in a seed cluster
at the top of the stalk and is usually threshed out by hand. Since
the dried plants tend to be fragile, there has been some difficulty
in constructing a suitable harvesting machine. I have heard that
such a machine has been invented.
In the region around Lake Titicaca quinua is planted in September and harvested in March or April. This is the humid and warmer part of the year. The seed is sown very lightly in shallow furrows and then covered with soil. Germination occurs in a day or
so. At harvest the plants are from 40 to 150 centimeters high. They
are cut with a sickle and stacked in shocks. Threshing is done with
a flail. The seed coverings are removed by further beating when
the grain is dry. This . operation is easier when the grain is just
barely ripe. The grain, as prepared, is bitter due to a principle
called saponin which is removed by washing. This is repeated
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until there is no more foam. The grain is then quickly dried in the
sun so that germination does not occur. Washed quinua grain is
cooked with water to make a porridge called pesque. Another common dish is api, made by grinding washed quinua into a flour.
The flour is then cooked with water and just enough hydrated lime
is added to give a slight yellow color. Pesque and api are sometimes eaten with milk.'" The dietary habits of the Andean natives

have been recently outlined.U
Cafiihua is grown, harvested and washed much in the same way
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as is quinua, but then it is usually toasted and ground into a
chocolate brown flour called caiiihuaco. It is eaten dry or mixed
with a little water.
The nutritional quality of quinua and caiiihua is recognized by
the natives as very good. Indeed nutritional studies 12 show them
to contain about the same amount of protein as wheat, but of
better quality as far as the balance of non-dispensible amino acids
is concerned.
Last year I brought some seed of a commercial grade of quinua
from Puno, Peru, and received a sample of C. nuttalliae seed from
Mexico.'" See photographs. Notice that the leaves of C. nuttalliae
are longer and more serrated, while the new leaves at the upper
end of the stalk of C quinua appear to be covered with a light
grey granular material. These are allegedly the calcium oxalate
containing glands reported elsewhereP
Although the quinua flowered in the late spring, it failed to set
seed. This could be due to the high temperatures in Stockton,
California during the summer months. Quinua did produce some
seed from flowers in the fall. Huautli did not flower in the spring
but did so in early October. By this time it had grown to about
four feet; one plant was easily eight feet tall. In December ·I was
able to collect some seeds of both species, hopefully I will be
able to repeat a planting next year to allow me to study these
plants further.
It is known that flowering of many of the species of chenopodiaceae is controlled by a photoperiodic mechanism. That is to say
the plant needs just so many hours of darkness each day in order
to stimulate the formation of flowers . The report of the FAO
states that plants of C. quinoa failed to flower or produce seeds
in previous experiments in the United States. They attribute this to
the shortness of the night during the warmer season in our latitudes
which apparently is inadequate to stimulate the probable photoperiodic mechanism operating in plants of this type. Miller 14 of
the University of California Agricultural Extension Service has
stated that "quinua has very little to offer California farmers." If
this be the case, interest in the plants probably will remain academic in the foreseeable future. As far as I have been able to
determine, no one has studied the chemical nature of the saponin
associated with the seeds. Some saponin have pharmacological
importance. Also the proportion of the amino acid cystine, in the
quinua protein has not been reported. There are technical difficulties in the quantitative determination of cystine, however. The
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importance of this information resides in the fact that cystine and
cystein which are interconvertible have some capacity to lower
the requirement of the "non-disposible" amino acid, methionine.
This is especially true in man.
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PRONUNCIATION OF TERMS
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DR.ARTHURJ.CULLEN
Dr. Arthur J. Cullen, provost of Elbert Covell College since
its formation at the University of the Pacific in 1963, died January
16, after a brief illness. Dr. Cullen, long a distinguished educator in
the Lat in American studies field, was the primary force responsible
for the growth and development of Covell College, one of the University's three cluster colleges and the first Spanish-speaking college
in North America.
Dr. Cullen joi ned the University of the Pacific facu lty in 1961
as director of the then new Inter-American Studies Program and
professor of modern languages. He developed a very close personal
friendship with Covell students and was well known in many Latin
American countries for both his work at Covell and for his previous
experience in Latin America .
He came to the University from the Inter-American University of Puerto Rico where he was director of its Latin American
Programs Center. Previously, he had been a language professor at
several U.S. co ll eges, head of the Portuguese Department at the
American I nstitute of Foreign Trade in Phoen i x, Arizona, and d irector of the cu ltural center in Bah ia, Brazil.
·
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DIARY OF A BACHELOR LIEUTENANT
AT BENICIA IN 1854
(Edited by his Grand-daughter Alice Lloyd and Arthur T. Brice)
The City of Benicia, California, in 1854, might well have been
classified as a minor metropolis. Until Fe.b ruary of that year, it
was the capital of the State. There was a hospital - a Masonic Hall
- a Presbyterian Church - a girl's Seminary which later became
Mills College - and a boys school which became the Episcopalian
College of St. Augustine.
There was deep water at the shore, where seagoing vessels
could discharge cargoes directly onto the land. The Pacific Mail
Steamship Company had its seagoing ships berthed there for
coaling or repairs between regular trips. There were foundries and
machine shops, and a Captain of the Port of Entry.
The military Post at Benicia was Headquarters of the 3rd U.S.
Artillery Regiment. It comprised, in 1854, the arsenal commanded
by a Captain, Ordnance Corps assited by a 2nd Lieutenant of that
Corps, 44 enlisted men and four civilian employees; a Subsistence
Depot in charge of one Lieutenant of the Regiment employing
three civilians -a "clerk", an "issuer", and a "cooper"; and a Quartermaster Depot which was an active and very important element of
the Post. This establishment was under immediate charge of a
Captain, Quartermaster Corps who employed 26 specialist civilians.
It operated one brig, the "Patterson", one schooner, the "Monterey",
and one sloop, the "Cornelia". It had its own wharf. The brig and
schooner were constantly employed transporting supplies along the
Pacific Coast between San Diego and Puget Sound; the sloop
between Benicia, San Francisco, and Stockton. The ships "Mississippi" and "Susquehanna" mentioned in the diary were of the
fleet of Commodore M. C . Perry which had cruised around the
world and opened the ports of Japan to commerce.
Col. Joseph K. Mansfield who inspected these facilities in 1854
reported that they were commanded by Brevet Colonel G. Nauman, 3rd U.S. Artillery Regiment, whose field and staff consisted of
1st Lieut. C. S. Winder, Regimental Adjutant, an attached surgeon,
Dr. C. H. Laub, a Regimental Quartermaster, 1st Lieut. John S.

Mason, a Seargent Major, a Quartermaster Seargent, a Corporal
and twelve privates, members of the Regimental Band.
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Benecia in 1854. Probably sketched by Lieutenant C. S. Winder
He reported that the command was in a good state of discipline;
that the books of the Regiment were new and in excellent order;
that the troops were in the old uniform, but their arms and equipment in good serviceable condition. He said that they were well
quartered and had a good hospital and bakery. He also reported
that Lieut. Winder, in addition to his other duties, was Acting
Commisary of Subsistence; that the supplies were good and all
public property in a good state of preservation.
One of the historians of Solano County refers to Benicia of those
times as its "balmy days" when the pleasant character of its society
became a distinguishing feature of its history. Almost every other
day, after duty hours, Lieut. Winder's diary records a trip to town
or a visit to the military reservation by ladies and gentlemen of
the town.
We quote from the diary:
June 1, 1854 - Started from San Francisco for Benicia about
1:30 P.M. Arrived at 5:00 P.M.
June 2 - Went to town to buy some furniture. Found prices
very high. Benicia a great place.
June 4 - Walked to breakfast. Went to office for some time.
Had a visit from Capt. Stone (Commanding Arsenal) and Capt.
Clary (Quartermaster Depot) .
June 10 - A beautiful bright day, very mild. Wearing thin coat
for first time.
June 12 - On a General Court as Judge Advocate to try deserters.
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June 13 - Court adjourned and sent off proceedings. Smoked a
pipe for first time since a Cadet. Liked it much.
June 21 - Spent some time in office. Sent gun to arsenal to be
cleaned. Received a present of brandy from Dr. Laub.
June 25 - A fine day, warm sun and cool breeze. Band played
for first time. Did very well indeed. Lieutenant Hamilton (in
charge of Subsistence Depot) and Mr. Vaughn dined with us.
July 3 - Read letters from home - all well. Received my commission as lst Lieutenant.
July 4 - A splendid day for the 4th though quite warm. Dined
with Col. Nauman (Commanding the Post) and Dr. Laub. Sat
during the evening gassing with them.
July 5 - Invited to dine at Mrs. Clary's. Do not feel like going anywhere, but suppose I must.
July 8 - A fine day, but cooler than yesterday. Col. Mansfield
arrived to inspect us. Did so and appeared pleased.
July 11 - General Court met and sat until three. Rather tiresome work. Mr. Broderick called. No butter.
July 12 - On Court in morning. Drove out in evening. J., E.,
and myself visited several ranches. Got butter.
July 13 - Went to town shopping for the Mess and Bake House.
July 17 - Went to Martinez to get some chickens. Returned at
dark.
July 22 - Drove out in evening to get butter.

Sketched at Benecia in 1854 by Lieutenant C. S. Winder
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July 29 - Saturday. A fine day. Called at Ordnance. Made
Juleps - a merry time. Went to San Francisco in evening. Walked
about to see the curiosities.
July 30 - Sunday. A fine day. Met many friends. Walked around
to see the place. Astonished and sometimes even shocked at the
manner of keeping the day.
July 31 - Walked around and shopped. Saw the curiosities of
the place. Met friends and acquaintances. Amused with all I saw.
Aug. 7 - Mason and Birch arrived. Talked till after two o'clock
A.M.
Aug. 9 - Morning spent in office. Stopped at J's for a little
while. Had the blues after dinner so charged over the hills.
Aug. 12 - Persuaded by Jones and Mason to go to San Francisco in the "Oregon" (Pacific Mail Steamship Co.) . Went and
had a pleasant time. Took several drinks. Returned comfortable
about 10 P.M .
Aug. 17 - Mrs. Jones discharged her servant. Went to offer
any assistance in my power. Took a ride after Mason's cow. Nothing
new. No mail.
Aug. 19 - Drove out after dinner with M. and E. in four-in hand to get melons and tomatoes. Ate ever so many, brought in
some. Rode to town a' cheval.
Aug. 22 - Drove the ladies to ranch in afternoon for melons.
Came home by bad road. Plenty of melons.
Aug. 23 - A fine day. Set a hen on 15 eggs.
Aug. 24 - In afternoon Jones and I went to the Pacific Works.
No one there. Looked at steamers, came home and talked till
dinner.
Aug. 27 - Sunday In office until 12 Noon examining returns.
Dined at Jones' and ate melons. Called on Major Eaton. Took tea
at Capt. Clary's. Wrote home.
Aug. 28 - Morning in office. Rode till dusk. To Mason's, took a
drink, made eggnogs.
Aug. 30 - Painted some in my room. Ate melons at Jones'. Took
a drink at Mason's. Went to ranch. Rode to town. Came home and
took tea. Went to see the ladies.
Aug. 31 - Went to muster, etc. Took a drink at Jones'. Dined,
painted, rode to town, returned to eat, went to Mason's.
Sep . 1 - Rode to steamer and had my hair cut; came home and
painted. Dined and painted. Went to town; waited for mail; returned to tea. Went to Jones'.
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Sep. 3 - Fixed accounts. Fired minute guns for General Towson.
Expecting 26 arrivals of the Department up tomorrow.
Sep. 6 - Went to election and voted for first time (he was 24
years old) the whole Democratic ticket.
Sep. 15 - Watkins, Jones, Mason and myself went to Green
Valley shooting. Few birds but a pleasant day. Returned very
tired.
Sep. 23 - General Wool arrived yesterday. Called on him in
State costumes. Four-in-hand. He made us an official visit. Talked
till dinner. Made ice cream at night - very good.
Sep. 25 - At 11 A.M. on a General Court tried three deserters.
Court in session until 2 PM.
Sep. 27 - General Wool called. A big disgust about detail for
a Court in San Diego.
Oct. 4 - A cool day. Went to Mare Island and called on all
there. Major Townsend with me. Returned about 4 P.M.
Oct. 6 - Rode to Quartermaster's about clothing. Dined. Went
shooting. Got a brandt and a lark.
Oct. 11 - Mason and I went to Vallejo shooting. Saw plenty of
geese. Rode about 25 miles and never a goose.
Oct. 18 - Busy in office. Miller and Cozzens came. May 25th
birthday. Went to town after dinner.
Oct. 19 - Packed and ready to go off. Left in "Cornelia" at
8 PM. for Stockton. Captain and Clerk very polite.
Oct. 20 - Breakfasted with Captain and Clerk of "Cornelia",
Saw Harrison and Whiting. Played billiards. Took several drinks
and saw the city. Engaged seat in stage.
Oct. 21 - Left at 6:30 A.M. for the Merced. A long dusty ride.
Hard crowd in stage. Dined at Stanislaus. Arrived at Snelling 6:30
PM . Walked to Schroeders.
Oct. 22 - Passed day waiting for ambulance. Loafed and
watched the Californians; a terrible set of beings. Bathed in the
Merced. Ambulance came.
Oct. 23 - Left about 8 A.M. for Cowchilla; arrived about 5 P.M.
Hard old place, dusty ride, slept on floor, ate fried chicken.
Oct. 24 - Left at 7 A.M. for Ft. Miller; arrived between 2 and 3.
All seemed pleased to see us . Dined with Loeser. Talked till bed
time.
Oct. 25 - Court met. Such a crossgrained President I never hope
to meet again. Dined at the Mess.

Oct. 27 - Took a ride before breakfast up the river. Saw some
mining. Court met, some warm discussions.
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Oct. 29 - Walked to top of Ft. Miller, a hard walk, had a magnificent view. Stopped at De Blaise's, drank claret. Row in town,
one man shot, great excitement.
Oct. 30 - Court met and adjourned. Washed some gold. Said
Good-bye.
Nov. 4 - Busy at office routing and opening clothing. Dined
with General Wool. Crowd in evening _made candy.
Nov . 8 - Bonny Castle here. Had band over and danced in
evening.
Nov. 10 - Rode out with Mason. Got a goose and he a duck.
Nov. 13 - Heard Uncle (Admiral) Buchanan was here. Went
down to see him. Dined and spent the evening.
Nov . 14 - Went to "Susquehanna". Rode to town with Col. B,
Uncle Buchanan and Brown.
Nov. 15 - Rode out with gun. Saw thousands of geese but could
get none.
Nov. 16 - Went to Steamer. Had my hair cut. Paid off men.
Went to a ball; got home at 3:30A.M. Had a great time.
Nov. 20 - Went with the ladies to the "Susquehanna." Had a
pleasant time.
Nov . 22 - Went shooting. Had string band and a dance.
Nov. 25 - Went to the Steamer "Mississippi". On board several
hours. Treated well.
Nov. 27 - Visitors from the "Mississippi". Dined at dusk. At
night went to Mason's.
Nov . 28 - Capt. Lee dined with us. Paid a visit with him.
Nov. 30 - All here in evening. Several got "How come you so."
Dec. 6 - Evening passed at home. A crowd and a dance.
Dec. 7 - To visit and lunch on Steamer "Golden Gate." Band
up from ship in evening. A dance and frolic.
Dec. 12 - Went to town with Patton. Walked to lower Barracks with ladies.
Dec. 13 - "Mississippi" left. Ladies went down in her. Saw them
off and said good-buy. Edwards on a drunk. Staid with him some
time.
Dec. 20 - Went hunting about 11 A.M. Had poor sport. Poor
little Hertz shot himself while hunting. Load entered his heart.
Dec. 21 - Giving directions about Hertz funeral. Poor boy was
buried at 5 P.M.
Dec. 25 - A fine day. Visitors and visitors called. Drank several
times. Miss C. Moore of Alexandria dined with us all in the
evening. Made eggnog and danced.
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]an. 1, 1855 - Called at Edwards, Col. Nauman's, and Agers'.
Col. Nauman and Major Van Ness dined here. Talked till late.
]an. 2 - Went shooting. Had very good sport. Got 5 ducks. Lost
one or two.
]an. 7 - The day so dreary gives me the blues. I do long for
home. All in the dumps makes me feel very disagreeable.
]an. 12 - Went shooting with Edwards. Made a grand shot.
Killed nine ducks at one discharge.
]an. 14 - Heard steamer had arrived. Miss C. dined here.
Evening passed in dining room talking. Smoked a segar after ladies
retired.
]an. 21 - Sunday. A beautiful day. Guard Mount and parade.
Walked to church with ladies - first time since here.
]an. 22 - Went to work to fix a cow house. Worked until dusk.
Evening passed at home. Read papers. Talked to ladies on piazza.
]an. 25- In evening went to Mrs. Hastings party. Danced until
after two. Serenaded the young ladies.
Feb. 9 - Invited to a sociable at the State House. A stupid onehorse affair.
Feb. 15 - Fired at mark with Edwards using our pistols. Came
in and cleaned pistols thoroughly.
Feb. 20 - Assisted in making a duck pen.
Mar. 7 - Went to a party in town. Quite pleasant.
March 11 - Went to walk with the ladies over the hills.
Gathered some flowers.
Mar. 23 - Called on the Stevens. Went to town and called on
the Scotts. Made up a rowing party. Crossed to Martinez. All
came here. Sent for the Band and had a dance.
Apr. 9 - Went to San Francisco in afternoon. Boat late in
getting in.
Apr. 10 - It rained hard in the morning. Read the papers with
news from the East. Shopped and walked about. Went out to the
Presidio at 3 o'clock. All very civil and seemed pleased to see me.
It rained all day.
Apr. 29 - Sunday. Issued orders for Muster, etc. Went to hear
Mr. Wyatt preach. Much pleased. Dined and went again to hear
Mr. Wyatt preach. Evening passed talking.
May 2 - Mail arrived. Received letters from home. Received
my appointment as Captain.
May 3 - Went to the office. Accepted promotion and resigned
Adjutancy.
May 4 - A fine day. At office some time. Relieved from duty.
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Hardie appointed Adjutant. Rode to town in the afternoon. Called
at Mrs. Durbrow's. Evening passed at home.
May 5 - At office in the morning settling accounts with Hardie.
Rode to town and called on Mrs. Herbert.
May 7 - Busy at office a short time. Turned over property to
Hardie. Went to town and saw Kellog off. Walked home.
May 12 - Dined with General Wool. Staid in town and played
billiards. Col. Wright and Van Vorst arrived. Ordered to go home.
Delightful!! Several men in the event.
May 15 - Packing to go to San Francisco thence home. What a
happy idea. Sorry to part with all. They seemed sad. Kellog went
to San Francisco with me.

Sketch of the Guard House at Benecia by Lieutenant C. S. Winder
The PACIFIC HISTORIAN regrets that due to an error in communication,
the drawings in this article were previously published in the Winter, 1970,
issue of THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN. The photo of the drawing on Page 5
of that issue was credited to Currier and Ives. It was, in reality, a sketch
done by Lieutenant \Vinder while he was stationed in Benecia in 1854.
your editor
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LELAND STAN FORD,
MIDWIFE OF THE MOVIES
NoRMAN

E. TuToRow

The centennial of the wedding of the rails of the Central Pacific
and Union Pacific railroads was heralded from one end of the
Golden State to the other in May, 1869. Leland Stanford, governor
of California and president of the Central Pacific, initiated the
construction by tossing the first shovel of dirt, and tapped the last
spike into place at Promontory Point six years later, heralding the
completion of the mighty undertaking. His many careers as Civil
War governor, United States senator, railroad builder and manager,
university founder, breeder of champion trotters, maker of some
of California's finest wines, and president of the Occidental and
Oriental Steamship Company have served to obscure the part he
played in the birth of the motion picture industry.
Little known, except to movie historians, a series of experiments
on Stanford's Palo Alto stock farm contributed materially toward
the creation of the first motion picture. Stanford had long wondered
whether a horse propelled himself by pulling with his forefeet or
by pushing with his hindfeet, and had tried to answer this question
by measuring the depth of the feet of horses in motion. He also
had a theory, rejected by all the authorities, that at some point
in its gait a trotter had all four feet off the ground, and sought
some means of proving this to himself and to others. He turned to
the use of photography to answer these and a number of related
questions, and in 1872 hired an English photographer, Eadweard
J. Muybridge, to get a picture, if possible, of Occident with all four
feet in the air. Muybridge was currently working on the Pacific
Coast for the United States government. 1 Due to technological
difficulties consequent of the poor state of the art, Muybridge was
unable at that time to get the desired piotures; the briefest exposure possible then was one-twelfth of a second, mu<!h too long
for recording rapid motion.
In 1877 when Muybridge returned to California after a lengthy
absence, they took up the experiment again. Using an exposure
time of one one-thousandth of a second, he got a still of Occident

that showed an instant in his stride when all four feet were indeed
off the ground, substantiating Stanford's theory. 2 It was learned
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also that the same muscles were used in trotting as in running,
something Stanford had long wondered about. 3
The results of this experiment were so successful that Stanford
decided to try another, one that would show every position in a
horse's stride. To accomplish this he set up a photo studio alongside the track, and authorized Muybridge to purchase all the
equipment needed, regardless of expense. 4 Eventually the bill
totaled between $40,000 and $50,000. 5 Stanford reasoned that if one
camera could be used to capture a still shot of a horse in motion, so
could an indefinite number; he suggested this to Muybridge and
before long they had a whole battery of cameras at work. 6
By 1878 a studio-workshop had been constructed on the west
side of Stanford's private track and all preparations had been completed; everything had been provided which Muybridge thought
necessary. Twelve cameras were placed in the building at twentyone inch intervals, with double shutters to each pointing toward
the track. At Stanford's suggestion, the number of cameras was
doubled, and they were placed twelve inches apart. A series of
strings was stretched across the track which would activate the
shutters when the horse hit them.
The cameras so aligned did everything but work. The strings
stretched, shrank, jarred the cameras, and frightened the horses. 7
Stanford then assigned one of his railroad engineers, John D .
Isaacs, an amateur photographer, the task of creating a stable
system that would snap all the shutters closed with no jarring.
His device, when completed, worked as follows :
These shutters were arranged, one above and the. other below the opening
through which light was admitted to the lens, and held by india-rubber
springs, constructed in the form of a ring, with a lifting power of one
hundred pounds, and secured by latches, to be liberated on the completion
of a magnetic current.
For the purpose of making the exposures at the proper intervals of time, a
machine was constructed on the principle of a Swiss musicbox, having a
cylinder with a row of twelve pins arranged spirally. This was put in motion
by a spring, and, as it revolved, each pin in succession established a magnetic
circuit, with the magnet connected with each of the twelve cameras in
succession, and the whole series of exposures was made in the time occupied
by a single complete stride of the horse.s

A wire was then placed across the track so that one wheel of the
sulky completed an electric circuit which activated the cameras. 9
Thus Isaacs built the devices upon which much of Muybridge's
later reputation was based. 10
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View of the 24 cameras in position
So much for the camera arrangement. There remained yet the
problem of measuring the distance each hoof was from the ground
at any given instant. This was solved as follows:
Opposite the studio, in a position to receive the best available light, was
erected a wooden fence or background about fifty feet long and fifteen feet
high. This was covered with white muslin and subdivided by heavy black
lines into twelve inch vertical spaces.
About eighteen inches out from its base was an indicator board twelve inches
high on which were lateral lines four inches apart to show how high the
horse raised its foot from the ground.
In front of all was laid a special rubber covered roadway over which the
horse ran. Running under this rubber at intervals of each twelve inches were
transverse wires. These were so exposed at one edge of the roadway that
the wheel of the sulky would depress them as it passed over and each wire as
depressed would release the shutter of the corresponding camera.ll

By the summer of 1878 Muybridge had come to see the value
of his experiments, and in July copyrighted in his own name a
series of pictures of horses in motion. Unfortunately, Stanford
raised no objections at that time to Muybridge's claims to originality and ownership; if anything, he encouraged the photographer.
Muybridge then devised a crude but effective makeshift projector
that would show a series of stills in close succession and in the
fall of 1879 the world's first home movies were shown at the
Stanfords' home in Palo Alto.1 2 Muybridge made about two dozen
positives in silhouette and printed them on a large glass disk that
revolved so that the pictures passed in rapid succession in a slot in
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front of a projection camera. On the back of his cameras were
condensing lenses from which an oxygen light could pass to the
screen. The pictures thus shown in motion further verified Stanford's contention that at one point in the stride of a trotter all four
feet were off the ground. 13
In 1879 Muybridge concluded his investigations, and in 1881 he
copyrighted under the title Attitudes of Animals in Motion two
hundred sheets of photographs. In the spring of the same year he
turned over to Stanford a bound set of all the pictures he had taken
at the farm, accompanied by a letter which said: "Sir: Herewith
please find the photographs illustrating The Attitudes of Animals
in Motion, executed by me according to your instruction, at Palo
Alto in 1878 and 1879."14 This statement proved devasting to
Muybridge when he later assumed credit for the idea of the
photographic experiments with horses. Afterwards he said that
the whole idea was his and that he won Stanford's cooperation
because he needed the latter's farm and horses.l 5
A number of writers trace Stanford's interest in proving that at
some point in its stride a trotter has all four feet off the ground
to a bet he made with two wealthy Californians, James R. Keene
and Frederick MacCrellish. According to this myth-it is no more
than that-he backed his opinion with $25,000 cash and hired
Muybridge to take instantaneous photographs to prove it. Muybridge experienced considerable difficulty, but finally got the desired pictures, confirming Stanford's theory and winning his employer the sizeable stakes. 1 6
No one has yet brought any evidence to substantiate this story,
dubbed by one careful student of the problem a romantic "postmortem press-agent work," and there is considerable reason to
question its authenticity.17 In the first place, in 1872 MacCrellish
and Stanford were hardly in a position to be making a friendly
wager, even if Stanford were a betting man, which he was not,
since the former was using the editorial columns of his paper, the
Alta California, as a sounding board for his battle against Stanford
and his partners over the "Goat Island grab."1 8 The story also confuses the chronology; in 1872 Muybridge failed to get the pictures
he wanted, and from 1875 to 1877 was out of the state, following
his acquittal for the murder of his wife's lover.l 9
Even if the general account of how the experiment was initiated
were fairly accurate, in its broad outlines, it is highly improbable
that such a bet would have still been on five years later.
An even more fanciful version of this episode was invented by
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Horse in motion

Training Track
Thomas A. Edison ,who has Stanford, a "crank" on the subject of
trotters, arguing with Muybridge, his guest at the farm, when the
famous photographer "conceived an ingenious plan to settle the
dispute." He immediately set up a series of cameras and snapped
a "complete photographic record of the minutest details of a horse
in actual motion."~o Muybridge thus had the satisfaction of using
his photographs to win his argument with Stanford, demonstrating
that "he had a better eye for trotting horses than Senator Stanford,"
and putting California on the map as a prominent center of motion

picture

progress.~ 1

Meanwhile, Stanford commissioned his longtime friend Dr.

J. D.
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B. Stillman to organize the results of the photographic experiments
and publish them in book form. In 1882 they published the Horse
in Motion, with Stillman as author and Stanford as publisher. In
the preface, which he wrote, Stanford claimed as his the original
idea for the experiments:
I have for a long time entertained the opinion that the accepted theory of
the relative positions of the feet of horses in rapid motion was erroneous.
I also believed that the camera could be utilized to demonstrate that fact,
and by instantaneous pictures show the actual position of the limbs at each
instant of the stride.~2

He went on to explain that he had then hired Muybridge to carry
out his plans. It was not intended that the results should be
published, but afterwards, realizing the value and interest to others
of these experiments, he asked his friend Stillman to publish them.
The whole history of the experiments, from their conception to
completion of the first moving picture, is delineated by Stillman in
the appendix to their volume. In it he underscored Stanford's
account of the matter, insisting that the original idea of photographing a still of Occidental in motion was Stanford's as well as
the decision to expand the experiment to a series of shots capturing
the complete stride of the trotter in action.
In the fall of 1881, Meissonier did Stanford's portrait. 23 The
famous French artist was interested in Stanford's photographic
experiments ,so Stillman and the picture collection were summoned
to Paris. The moving pictures, subsequently shown to the most
eminent artists, scientists, and literati of Paris, became the latest
topic of conversation among the fashionable and learned in the
European capitaP 4
The Stanford-Stillman book was published by James R. Osgood
and Company of Boston, with the understanding that Stanford
would assume all financial liability in the event of loss. Stillman,
overly optimistic about its potential, market, ordered the first
edition of two thousand copies run off immediately and then
confidently placed an order for a second edition of three thousand
copies. This he lived to regret; too many copies had already been
printed, and to make matters worse, it was priced at ten dollars
per copy, placing it out of reach of all but a few; finally, the
name of the photographer was nowhere mentioned on the title
page, though Stillman in the appendix did give Muybridge full
credit for all the photographs used.~ 5 Muybridge did not view
this as a mere oversight; he believed that his name alone belonged
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there and that his work had been plagiarized and his copyright
violated.
When the publishing house applied for an English copyright,
only Stillman's name was mentioned; even Stanford's had b een
omitted. Stillman insisted that Stanford's name appear, since it was
under his authorization that the compiling and writing had been
done. 26 Stillman explained to the publisher that all the pictures
were taken at the order of Stanford, who paid all the expenses,
furnished all the apparatus and material, and that Muybridge
gave him the copies from which the plates were made knowing
how they were to be used. 27
A week later Osgood wrote to Stillman asking Stanford to assume
all responsibility in the event of a lawsuit by Muybridge, a superfluous move, since Stanford had already agreed to indemnify the
company against losses arising out of a Muybridge suit. 28 Muybridge by that time had claimed English as well as American
copyright.
As expected, Muybridge brought suit, one against Osgood and
another naming Stanford, in which he demanded fifty thousand
dollars damages. 29 Stanford, confident of victory, showed little
concern, knowing it was a simple matter for him to show that
Muybridge was merely acting as his agent in the photographic
experiments; Muybridge himself had made the mistake of telling
others that he at first did not believe it possible to get the pictures
that Stanford sought but that Stanford had insisted that he make
the attempt.
Stanford attributed Muybridge's claims to vanity: "I think the
fame we have given him, has turned his head."30 In much the same
vein, a motion picture historian concluded that it was "in the
ardor of his new pride" that Muybridge brought suit against Stanford and that he was a "little dizzy with this sudden acclaim and
attention from persons in high station."31
In his suit against the publisher, Muybridge sought a court injunction preventing the sale of the book and ordering that all
copies on hand be turned over to him.32 He argued that he owned
the copyright on most of the pictures used by Stillman; in fact,
Stillman's whole book was little more than commentary and description of his photographs, converted by Stillman and Stanford
into "piratical illustrations." The offended photographer conceded
Stillman's point that he had given him permission to use the

pictures in this way, but insisted that the publication was to have
the name Muybridge somewhere in the title.
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In its brief, Osgood and Company traced the conception of the
photographic experiments to Stanford, and argued that he had
employed Muybridge to do his bidding, and .,.supplied the photographer with all necessary supplies, had retained supporting
laborers, and had paid the photographer's room and board at the
farm . Futhermore ,out of good will toward Mulbridge, Stanford
not only allowed him to take out the disputed copyright in his
own name, but had even paid for the copyright fees; thus Stanford,
not Muybridge, was the "equitable owner thereof."
The attorneys for the defendants petitioned the court to take
the deposition of Isaacs, Stanford's engineer who had solved Muybridge's camera problems. Isaacs' testimony destroyed Muybridge's
case ,and the attorneys for the plaintiff threw up their hands and
the cases were dismissed. 8 3 A number of shopworkers who had seen
Isaacs' work on the camera arrangement volunteered their depositions as well. As Isaacs later said: "You know the old employees
would fight anyone who was trying to hurt the old Governor." 84
Muybridge lost both suits.
The book never sold well, and in the summer of 1882 Osgood
wrote Stillman that the slow sales were a disappointment and that
it would take a long time just to get rid of the first edition. The
following January the publisher, conceding that they had all overestimated the public demand for the book, lamented that sales
had almost stopped. 3 5 The books that did not sell were remaindered
and eventually found their way into. the basement of the Stanford
mansion in San Francisco, where they were destroyed in the 1906
fire. 36 Apparently Stanford ended up buying them all.
Stanford had wanted the price of the book kept low to encourage
sales, but the cost of publication made this impossible.37 • Like any
disappointed author, he blamed poor publicity for their lack of
success; occasionally, he said, he met people who were interested
in getting a copy of the book, but were unable to find it in any
bookstore.'' 8 The imbroglio with Osgood became so involved that
there was some rumor of a Stanford suit against Osgood, but in
late 1883, writing from Paris, he advised against it, at least until
his return home. His health was failing- he had "received a little
setback"- and his wife was anxious to stay in Europe a bit longer. 3 n
Stanford said that he preferred to drop the whole affair with
Osgood.
Historians of the movie picture industry have long acknowledged
the Palo Alto stock farm experiments
as the beginninas
of movies '
b
but dispute continues as to whether Stanford or Muybridge should
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be credited with conceiving the idea. In any case, Muybridge became a celebrity overnight, and, following a private exhibition of
what he called his "zoogyroscope," at the San Francisco Art Association, where he gave public lectures every night for a whole
week, he was invited to lecture across the United States, on the
continent, and in England, where ·he demonstrated his moving
pictures to the best artists and scientists of his day. 40
Perhaps the greatest long-range significance of the StanfordMuybridge experiments upon the motion picture industry was that
they stimulated work on movies at the Edison laboratory.U One
historian of the industry stated, poetically: "Daguerre, a Frenchman, rocked the cradle of photography, Muybridge, an Englishman
taught it to run, and Edison, an American, gave it wings." 42 Thus
Stanford played a significant part in the birth of an industry that
changed the face "not merely of a continent but of a planet."43
Some writers either play down or neglect altogether Stanford's
part; one historian, for example, makes him little more than the
photographer's helper. 44 Others give him partial credit, like Fairman Rogers, who, after making a very early zoetrope of galloping
horses, said that the idea had already occured to Stanford and
Muybridge, but he too made Stanford the photographer's assistant. 45
Another historian entirely debunked Muybridge's part in the
whole affair: "Muybridge ... had nothing to do with the motion
picture at all; and, in truth, but a very small part, if any, in the
creative work of the hallowed race horse incident."46 He attributed
the myth ::>f Muybridge's value to a backward reflection of his
later fame- fame that rested upon the ideas and inventions of a
number of men. This writer believed that the idea that a horse at
one point had all his feet off the ground was the "solemn and
somewhat lone assertion" of Stanford. 47
On balance, it seems fair to conclude that Stanford played a
more-important part in the whole business than he has generally
been credited with. He did conceive the idea of getting a picture
of Occident with all four feet off the ground, he conceived the
idea of placing a series of cameras together to catch the full stride
of a horse in motion, he provided all the equipment his phtographer would need, and he made a number of helpful suggestions along
the way. 48
1

Terry Ramsaye, A Million and One Nights, A History of the Motion

Picture (2 vols., New York, 1926), I, 24ff.
2

San Francisco Alta California, August 3, 1877. See this issue for Muybridge letter.
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This bronze tablet in the Inner Quadrangle acknowledg-es the great
importance of Leland Stanford's motion·picture research, conducted
on his Palo Alto Stock Farm. The tablet was dedicated. on May 8,
1929, m the presence of many leaders in the motion·picture industry.
The inscription is as follows': "In commemoration of the motion pic·
ture research conducted in 1878 and 1879 at the Palo Alto Farm now
the site of Stanford University. This extensi ve photographic experi·
ment portraying the attitudes of men and animals in motion was
conceived ~y and executed under rhe direction and patronage of
Leland Stanford. Conse,~utive instantanequs exposures were provided
by a battery of twenty·four cameras fitted with electro-shutters."
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THE HENRY E. HUNTINGTON LIBRARY AND ART GALLERY: FROM ITS BEGINNINGS TO 1969. By John E. Pomfret. The Huntington Library, San Marino, California, 1969, P.
241
x, $8.50.

+

Reviewer: JoHN A. ScHUTZ, Professor of History University of
Southern California.
To celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the
Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery, John E. Pomfret
has written a solidly factual history. In many ways his account is
more an appreciation than a history, for he was the library's director for fifteen years and guided it through a period of unusual
development. When he succeeded to the directorship in 1951, his
board of trustees was advanced in age and the institution had been
marking time since the retirement of its first director, Max Farrand,
in 1941. Pomfret's great energy, positive personality, and creative
imagination were responsible for revitalizing the library and resetting its course. In the process of doing these necessary things,
he impressed his personality upon the library, staff, and the quality
of library services. His retirement in 1966 was generally regretted,
but he made certain that an equally vigorous director would succeed him.
Mr. Pomfret directed a library from 1951 to 1966 that had already achieved a reputation as a great research center. The purchases of books and manuscripts by Henry E. Huntington had provided the foundation for the present magnificent collection. Since
his time the library was turned from a book collector's paradise into
a research laboratory, with the purchase of reference volumes and
the filling in of missing issues in the collection. This process was
accelerated by Mr. Pomfret who, likewise, expanded the collection
of Western Americana. For rare books ;.J,nd pamphlets on English
history of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the library now
has the best collection outside of Great Britain. For Western
Americana it has a good representation of regional and local documents which are particularly valuable for a study of mining, oil,
and agriculture.

But the library is much more than an archives for books and
manuscripts; it is a research center for scholars. It draws each
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year hundreds from all parts of the world and maintains in residence, through grants and fellowships, a corps of people who provide a unity of interest that gives the library the character and
actuality of a center for advanced study. The library also publishes
some manuscripts of its researchers either in The Huntington
Library Quarterly or in the form of monographs, and it invites
scholars of eminence to present seminars for the staff and visitors.
Over any number of years scholars meet other scholars in the
library's halls, and these meetings for most become a crossroads of
the scholarly fraternity.
In addition to these research activities the library has maintained
a magnificent, park-like setting. The desert plant gardens, the
Japanese and botanical gardens, and the citrus and advocado
groves give the visitor experiences in natural beauty that vary with
the season. The most important aesthetic treasures, however, are
those housed in the art galleries. Here collections of eighteenth
century paintings, furniture, and bric-a-brac give tangible contacts
with the past. The statues in the gardens add a touch of an English
country mansion and prepare the visitor, almost without his knowing it, for the lovely treasures that await him in the exhibition halls.
These great treasures were created as a public trust, Mr. Pomfret
reminds the reader, by the generosity of Henry E. Huntington, the
unselfish gifts of many donors, and the hard work of a loyal staff
who are devoted to their responsibility. Huntington, a nephew of
the famous founder of the Central Pacific Railroad, was already a
successful businessman when he joined his uncle in San Francisco
in 1892, to become manager of the elder Huntington's railroad
properties. He performed these duties with exceptional energy and
expanded at the same time his own holdings to include a wide
variety of businesses by 1900, the year of his uncle's death. The
significant years of his business enterprising, however, came when
he transferred his residence to southern California. Here he developed a huge electric transportation system and engaged in real
estate speculation. In his leisure time, even before his partial retirement from the management of his rail lines, he collected books.
He admired fine printings, bindings, and extra-illustrated books
and had purchased sets of the Kelmscott Press, the works of
Thomas Rowlandson, and the Cruikshanks. On retirement he
bought at auctions with great energy and seriousness, dealing
through George D. Smith for years and then through the famous
Dr. A. S. W. Rosenbach in the 1920s. His amassing of vast holdings
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of rare books and manuscripts attracted the interest of George
Ellery Hale, who was developing a scholarly community in Pasadena, and he thought Huntington might house these books and
manuscripts there. With persistence and skill from 1914 to 1919,
he visited Huntington, planted ideas, and encouraged mutual
friends to follow his example. Since Huntington was a strongwilled man, who took his own advice, Hale was careful in his
maneuvers and was surprised by his eventual success. Huntington
accepted the advice as his own, formulated his plans in secret,
and when he was ready to announce them, called upon Hale to
break the news "that he was drawing up an indenture of trust
and selecting a board of trustees. He asked Hale to become a
member, the only one who was not a member of the Huntington
family or a close associate. Hale accepted."
Although Huntington lived only seven years after he founded
the library, he and the trustees formulated in the short time most
of their future plans, gathered the initial staff, and looked after
the material resources. Huntington continued his extraordinary
purchases of books without much consultation with the trustees,
but he provided from time to time the endowment funds that
would support the library on his decease. By his death he had
handed to the trustees about $9 million in stocks and bonds, a sum
a bit less than was required and expected, and, of course, the
enormously valuable collections of books, manuscripts, and objects
of art. In 1926, the trustees asked Max Farrand, the distinguished
historian, to make a survey of the library's resources and recommend a plan of development. His ideas so impressed the trustees
and Mr. Huntington that they asked him to become the library's
first director; his appointment was being announced when Mr.
Huntington died unexpectedly.
From 1927 to 1941 Farrand organized and planned, gathered
additional library staff, and expanded the library's holdings of
books. With the help of eminent scholars like Godfrey Davies,
Louis B. Wright, and Frederick Jackson Turner, he created a research atmosphere and opened the library's resources to investigators. His policy of giving grants-in-aid to scholars brought many to
the library for extended periods and enticed others who valued this
kind of association. The first issue of the library's Bulletin was
published in 1929, then books with the Huntington Library imprint, and, in 1937, the first number of the Huntington Library
Quarterly. Even with these marks of succes Farrand was handi-
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capped during most of his tenure by the .limitations imposed by
the depression, particularly by the financial constraints of declining revenue from low yield stocks and bonds.
His retirement in 1941 put the library in the hands of a committee of trustees and resident scholars who managed to keep the institution open during the war in spite of reduced staff and income.
Plans were made, however, to rehabilitate the buildings and
grounds as soon as the war ended. In 1947, the search for a new
director was undertaken, and Professor J. E. Wallace Sterling, a friend of Dr. Robert A. Millikan who was chairman of the
library's board of trustees, was chosen. The appointment seemed
an especially good one because Sterling was long connected with
the California Institute of Technology and was well known in the
Los Angeles community. Unfortunately he served only nine months
in his post when he accepted the presidency of Leland Stanford
University. His departure was followed by another period of committee rule until Mr. Pomfret was appointed director in 1951.
Mr. Pomfret's history of the library has an official ring; it
chronicles the deeds and events of the men who raised the insituation to its present greatness. The story also reflects the interest
and associations of the author, who was an official of the library
during his entire connection with it. One does not hear the chattering of the librarians in the main reading room, or see depicted the
ceremony of registering a new reader, or walk with scholars over
the library's miles of paths, or attend a luncheon at the dining
room. Only in the case of Ralph Gifford does Mr. Pomfret break
his official tone to describe the former greeter of the library. Gifford, who rode the Pacific Electric red cars to work, always stood
next to the motorman as a captain steering his ship. At the library
he often stood at the front door directing the two or three women
assistants and impressing the uninitiated. Pomfret also did not
mention Hattie of the lunch room, whose turkey dinners brought
many scholars to eat rather than to study and, probably, was responsible for increasing the lunch room's annual deficits with
which, as director, he was regularly concerned. He does not mention, too, the great ceremony of the Christmas party, a fuss that
had gotten out of hand by the time he joined the library. In short,
many of the personal details of life at the library are missing in
Pomfret's account.
More seriously he does not describe the importance of the library
to local scholarship. Into its reading rooms come annually tens of
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scholars from neighboring colleges who work a day or two during
the week, who hold their professional meetings there, or who join
their colleagues in research conferences. Without the Huntington
Library southern California for English and American historical
and literary scholars would be a barren land. He mentions only
incidentally the teaching of Huntington staff scholars at neighboring institutions. Godfrey Davies and Louis B. Wright taught for
years at UCLA and Caltech; Edwin Gay at Caltech, Robert G.
Cleland at Occidental College, and John Steadman at the University of California, Riverside, for lesser years. Their services are invaluable in the cultural fertilization of the southland and, possibly,
would not have been available without the Huntington Library
connection.
The great importance of the Huntington Library to scholarship
is the quality of its service to scholars. It has set a standard that is
now being imitated by most other great libraries . No other library,
however, provides in the same manner the vast number of books
and manuscrips, the wise reference staff, the helpful resident
scholars, and the pleasant atmosphere of an English country seat.
For fifteen years of its history Mr. Pomfret was the squire.
John A. Schutz, professor of history at the University of Southern California,
is the author of William Shirley: King's Governor of Massachusetts and
editor of two books published by the Huntington Library where he has
been a reader since 1942. He is currently the author of a history of the
United States, entitled The Promise of America (Belmont, California)

CHINIGCHINIX: AN INDIGENOUS CALIFORNIA INDIAN
RELIGION by James Robert Moriarty, published by the South
west Museum, Los Angeles, 1969, 59 pages, bibliography.
Reviewer: DAVID WELLENBROCK
Father Boscana was a Jesuit missionary in California from 1812
until his death in 1831 at Mission San Gabriel. He left a manuscript, written about 1822, which describes the Luiseno Indians of
Southern California and their religion, Chinigchinix. This manuscript, of which there are two versions, is a primary source on both
subjects. By the time more modern researchers arrived to record the
ethnology of the Luiseno and related groups in the early twentieth
century, they were essentially nonexistent and the fabric of the
religion was destroyed.
Mr. Moriarty attempts to describe the religion, relying almost ex-
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elusively upon Father Boscana's account. He begins by presenting
the geographic locale and a brief prehistoric reconstruction. The
cosmology and mythology are presented, as is an analysis of Father
Boscana's manuscript. Over half of the book is concerned with
rituals of the religion and influences on the daily lives of the
Indians, including boys' initiation rites, girls' initiation rites, ritual
dances, leadership rites and taboos, and the activities centering in
the ceremonial house.
Chinigchinix was a prophet born among the Luiseno at some
unknown time. When the principal teaching was accomplished and
when he died, "he was translated directly into the 'Heaven of the
stars.' " 1 From there, "or from above (actually from everywhere),
he watched the deeds of the people."~ Chinigchinix supervised the
thoughts and deeds of the people and punished misdeeds, mockery,
and disobedience by sending "poisonous beasts (including supernatural creatures known as Chinigchinix animals), as well as
various types of calamities and death."3
Father Boscana "goes on to state that their traditions and much
of their knowledge were preserved in the songs and dances which
they performed at great feasts." 4 The old Luiseno mythology was
preserved nearly intact, with the insertion of the prophet Chinigchinix being the major modification.
The book reads easily, and it is pleasant enough. But there appear
to be some grave weaknesses. Mr. Moriarty makes a number of
claims about the religion which he fails to substantiate. He conveniently summarizes them for us: "An indigenous, conquering,
missionary Indian religion developed in Southern California some
time before the arrival of Christianity."5 Very little of this summary
description is substantiated in the text and some is quite debatable.
In the whole volume, dates are discussed only in relation to
Father Boscana and his manuscript. No consideration is given to
the possible mixing of Catholicism and the local Indian beliefs before the arrival of Father Boscana. If this, in fact, occurred, we
are considering a much different religion than we are told we are
examining. But such mixing could easily have occurred. Father
Boscana arrived in Alta California in 1812 and was a missionary
at San Juan Capistrano Mission until 1826. He wrote his account
sometime around 1822. At this time the Spanish had been in and
about California for over two centuries. They began sailing the
coast in 1542. Jesuit missionaries and explorers entered California
by land in 1769 and began its colonization. Mission San Gabriel
was founded in 1771 and Mission San Juan Capistrano was
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permanently established in 1776. Both of these missions are in the
heartland of Chinigchinix.
In spite of this significant contact with a strong, proseletyzing
religion and its concomitant material culture for over forty years,
we are told that Chinigchinix is indigenous. How Father Boscana
might have arrived at such a conclusion is not divulged. Nor is
there much more information delineating Mr. Moriarty's logic. 6
No evidence is given to substantiate the "missionary" nature of
the religion. The reader, I presume, trusts the author has verified
this. (Possibly the extent of its spread is assumed to be sufficient
evidence of this missionary nature. ) Nor is there any description
of the modus operandi of the religion. Whom Chinigchinix "conquered" is an undisclosed secret.
In addition, the extent to which the religion has spread is desecribed only in passing (the last paragraph): "The evidence indicates that it was just beginning to reach east to the Colorado
River and south to the peninsular Yumans when the first Christian
missionaries arrived."' Unfortunately, the reader cannot find such
evidence in this book. If the reader, on his own, attempts to verify
this, he finds that the evidence does not all agree with Mr.
Moriarty. Kroeber indicates that Chinigchinix did indeed spread
south, but east only as far as the Pass Cahuilla. This is approximately half the distance to the Colorado River from the coast.8
Mr. Moriarty's statements about Chinigchinix may indeed be
true. He may only have failed to document them. This is unfortunate.
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

Moriarty, James Robert, Chinigchinix, Los Angeles, 1969, p . 14.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid., p. 56.
Kroeber felt that "Christianizing influence entered the formation of the
Chinigchinix belief." Morarty, op. cit., p. 55. No refutation is offered.
Ibid., p. 56
Kroeber, A. L., Handbook of the Indians of California, Washington, 1925,
plate 74 (following page 808).
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Acting Provost Dr. Robert F. Woodward and Dean' Edward Grant,

at a reception in Covell's Centro Administrativo.
Dr. Robert F. Woodward, a retired career diplomat with the
State Department, has been named acting provost of Elbert Covell
College. Dr. Woodward is credited for suggesting the idea of a
Spanish speaking college at a 1961 meeting with Dr. Robert E.
Burns.
A native of Minneapolis, Dr. Woodward received a Bachelor of
Arts degree from the University of Minnestota in 1930. In 1962, he
received an honorary Doctor of Laws degree from U.O.P. as the
1962 commencement speaker. Dr. Wodward retired in 1968, after
thirty seven years of service with the State Department. He served
as United States Ambassador to Costa Rica, Uruguay and Chile,
and also worked at various times in Cuba, Guatemala, Bolivia,
Colombia, Brazil, Paraguay, Argentina, Panama, and Spain. Dr.
Woodward has worked closely in the field of inter-American affairs,
and has been a leader of numerous United States delegations in
Latin America.
The establishment of Covell College was possible through the
philanthropy of one individual, Mr. Elbert Covell. This college is
designed to meet the demand in the Americas for bilingual, bicultural manpower. Half of its students are from North America
and half from . Latin America. All courses are taught in Spanish.
It is a proving ground in inter-American relations, and its graduates
are bilingual economists, government employees, school adminis~
trators, public relation practitioners, and public administrators.
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